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GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
Geometric structure is arguably the most fundamental property of a 
surface. Other quantities, such as chemical reactivity and electronic 
structure, are known to correlate with structural parameters. Therefore, 
in order to achieve a microscopic understanding of surface processes, it is 
imperative that we have a priori knowledge of the relative positions of the 
atoms. Of course, this necessarily implies the need for studies to be 
carried out on well-defined surfaces in well-defined environments, e.g., on 
single-crystalline surfaces in ultrahigh vacuum. The relevance of this 
statement cannot be stressed enough in this day and age of miniaturization. 
As the size of solid-state components becomes increasingly smaller, the 
surface area to volume ratio becomes increasingly larger, and fundamental 
surface issues become of primal importance. 
If the material is single-crystalline, then the logical starting point 
for the consideration of a surface is the bulk-truncated geometry. 
However, the mere presence of a surface results in a breaking of symmetry 
along the surface normal, which implies that the electronic structure of 
the first few layers differs from that of the bulk. Therefore, the bulk-
truncated geometry does not, in general, represent the minimum in surface 
energy. As a consequence, surfaces usually relax or reconstruct. 
Relaxation refers to the case where the surface layers move 
collectively away from their bulk-like positions, thereby preserving the 
(1x1) periodicity of the bulk layers. Relaxation generally involves, but 
is not restricted to, changes in the interlayer spacings. Examples of 
cases where relaxation encompasses more than changes in the interlayer 
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spacings include rigid lateral shifts in the first few layers of surfaces 
with only one mirror plane of symmetry (1), and rumpling of anions and 
cations in the topmost layer of the (100) surfaces of rocksalt materials 
( 2 ) .  
The vast majority of studies on surface relaxation pertain to the low-
index surfaces of metals (3,4). From these studies, three trends have 
emerged. 1) While closed-packed metal surfaces tend to adopt nearly bulk-
truncated geometries, more open surfaces exhibit significant multilayer 
relaxation. 2) If the stacking sequence is ABAB..., then multilayer 
relaxation tends to be oscillatory, i.e., the first interlayer spacing is 
contracted relative to the bulk interlayer spacing, the second interlayer 
spacing is expanded, and so forth. 3) Even for metal surfaces exhibiting 
significant multilayer relaxation, the magnitude of relaxation tends to 
decay quite rapidly with depth; typically, only the first two interlayer 
spacings are detectably different from that of the bulk. Although these 
trends appear to be complex, they can be understood, at least conceptually, 
within the framework of a standard model in which metals tend to smooth out 
their surface corrugation, thereby lowering the kinetic energy of their 
delocalized surface electrons (5-10). In fact, as will be discussed later, 
the need for metals to lower the kinetic energy of their delocalized 
surface electrons can be strong enough to trigger reconstruction in some 
cases. 
Reconstruction refers to the case where the periodicity of at least one 
surface layer differs from that of the bulk layers. If the change in 
periodicity does not result in a change in atomic density, then the 
reconstruction is deemed displacive. Conversely, if the change in 
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periodicity is due to a change in atomic density, then the reconstruction 
is deemed reconstructive. Reconstruction is usually discussed apart from 
relaxation, but in a certain sense, they are not mutually exclusive. For 
example, a surface that simply relaxes does not reconstruct, but a surface 
that reconstructs will also relax its atomic positions. 
Among the more famous examples of displacive (or density-preserving) 
reconstructions are the zig-zag structures of the (100) surfaces of Mo and 
W (11). The topmost layer of both surfaces is unstable with respect to 
lateral displacements along the diagonal directions of the (1x1) surface 
mesh, which is quite surprising since an unreconstructed surface would 
possess high symmetry. At low temperatures, the displacements are 
correlated, forming zig-zag chains. In the case of W, every surface atom 
is displaced (12-15), but in the case of Mo, every seventh row of atoms 
remains in registry with the bulk layers, resulting in antiphase walls 
(16,12). At higher temperatures, the displacements are thought to be 
uncorrelated, resulting in a disordered surface with an average periodicity 
of (1x1) (18-27). The specific driving force for these rather unusual 
reconstructions is still controversial, but is generally thought to be 
related to a delicate interplay between electrons and phonons (19,28-31). 
Among the more famous examples of reconstructive (or density-changing) 
reconstructions are the missing-row structures of the (110) surfaces of Ir, 
Pt, and Au (U). Until recently, it was thought that the clean surfaces of 
all three metals reconstructed to the (1x2) missing-row structure, which 
corresponds to an ordered array of (111) microfacets (32-11)• However, in 
the case of Ir, it is now suspected that the (1x2) missing-row structure is 
stabilized by impurities (42). Alternative models for the clean surface 
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include the (1x3) missing-row structure, which also corresponds to an 
ordered array of (111) microfacets (43-47), and a structure in which the 
surface is grooved on a mesoscopic scale (48)• Which of the two represents 
the ground state structure of the clean surface of Ir is a matter for 
debate. Nevertheless, it is clear that Ir falls in line with Pt and Au in 
the regard that the clean surface is unstable with respect to 
reconstruction. 
The specific driving force for the missing-row reconstructions has 
been shown to be the need for the surface to increase the effective volume 
available to the delocalized surface electrons, thereby lowering their 
kinetic energy beyond what is possible by simple smoothing of the surface 
corrugation (M)- Whether the increase in effective volume is 
energetically favorable is determined by whether the electronic charge 
density at the surface is above some critical value; only in the cases of 
Ir, Pt, and Au is this quantity above the critical value. This explanation 
is consistent with the fact that unreconstructed fcc(llO) surfaces of 
transition and noble metals can be pushed into the (1x2) missing-row 
structure by a fraction of a monolayer of alkali metal (M-M). 
Apparently, the amount of charge transfer from the alkali metal to the 
surface is sufficient to increase the electronic charge density at the 
surface from below to above the critical value (M)-
While it is obvious that much has been established about the geometric 
aspects of surfaces of bulk materials, comparatively little has been 
established in this regard about thin films. Thin films offer the exciting 
possibility of creating novel materials with properties much different from 
those of either the pure film material or the pure substrate material. The 
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unusual properties exhibited by Pd on Nb( l l O )  provide one example of this 
point. Although Pd and Nb are both transition metals, the electronic 
structure of a monolayer of Pd on Nb(llO) is reminiscent of that of a noble 
metal (55). As a consequence, a monolayer of Pd on Nb(llO) is inactive 
towards the dissociative chemisorption of hydrogen (M), which is rather 
remarkable in light of the well-known affinity of Pd towards hydrogen (M-
M). 
As a second example of the unique properties that thin films can 
possess, Au alone is inactive towards the dehydrogenation of cyclohexane to 
benzene, but a monolayer of Au on Pt(lOO) or a monolayer of Pt on Au(lOO) 
in c r e a s e s  t h e  r a t e  o f  t h i s  r e a c t i o n  f i v e f o l d  r e l a t i v e  t o  c l e a n  P t  ( 6 0 , .  
It is interesting to note that while the ground state structures of the 
clean (100) surfaces of Au and Pt correspond to quasi-hexagonal 
reconstructions (11), a monolayer of Au on Pt(lOO) and a monolayer of Pt on 
Au(lOO) exhibit (1x1) periodicity (60-62). Hence, one must wonder about 
the connection between the structures of these films and their enhanced 
reactivity. Therefore, as with surfaces of bulk materials, a knowledge of 
geometric structure is a prerequisite for developing a detailed 
understanding of the properties of thin films. 
In this dissertation, we report on the geometric structures of two 
thin-film systems: Pt on Pd(llO) and NiO on Ni(100). In the case of Pt on 
Pd(llO), we have also found it necessary to investigate the surface 
geometry of the clean substrate due to a controversy over whether this 
surface undergoes an order-disorder transition in a manner somewhat 
analogous to the order-disorder transitions of the (100) surfaces of Mo and 
W (63-66). The method we have used for determining the structures is 
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dynamical low-energy electron-diffraction (LEED) analysis (67-71), which is 
widely regarded to be the standard to which all other surface structural 
techniques must compare. As a result of the effort reported in this 
dissertation, we believe that we have increased our understanding of the 
properties of Pt on Pd(llO) and NiO on Ni(100) to a level beyond what is 
possible without the knowledge of the relative positions of the atoms. 
Explanation of Dissertation Format 
Three papers are included in this dissertation. Paper I, "Dynamical 
Low-Energy Electron-Diffraction Investigation of Lateral Displacements in 
the Topmost Layer of Pd(llO)", appears in Volume 47 of Physical Review B on 
pages 10848-10851, 1993. Paper II, "Determination of (1x1) and (1x2) 
Structures of Pt Thin Films on Pd(llO) by Dynamical Low-Energy Electron-
Diffraction Analysis", appears in Volume 47 of Physical Review B on pages 
10839-10847, 1993. Paper III, "Structural Determination of a NiO(lll) Film 
on Ni(100) by Dynamical Low-Energy Electron-Diffraction Analysis", has been 
submitted to The Journal of Chemical Physics. General conclusions follow 
the last paper and references cited in the general introduction follow the 
general conclusions. The appendix documents a newly-developed video LEED 
system. This system served the purpose of obtaining LEED intensities for 
the three papers. 
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PAPER I: 
DYNAMICAL LOW-ENERGY ELECTRON-DIFFRACTION INVESTIGATION OF LATERAL 
DISPLACEMENTS IN THE TOPMOST LAYER OF Pd(llO) 
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Dynamical Low-Energy Electron-Diffraction Investigation of Lateral 
Displacements in the Topmost Layer of Pd(llO) 
O.L. Warren and P.A. Thiel 
Department of Chemistry and Ames Laboratory 
Iowa State University 
Ames, Iowa 50011 
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ABSTRACT 
Based on their He-atom diffraction evidence for an order-disorder 
transition on Pd(llO) at 230 K, other authors have proposed a model in 
which the atoms of the topmost layer are displaced laterally by 0.7 A along 
the [001] direction, with the directions of the displacements correlated at 
T <230 K, but largely uncorrelated at T >230 K. To test this model, we 
have examined the proposed ordered phase by dynamical low-energy electron-
diffraction analysis. Our results favor a nonlaterally displaced geometry, 
with a contraction of 4.4±1.5% in the first interlayer spacing and an 
expansion of 1.5±1.5% in the second interlayer spacing, but do not 
conclusively rule out the possibility of lateral displacements smaller than 
ca. 0.13 A. Nevertheless, lateral displacements of the magnitude required 
to account for the He-atom diffraction results are clearly not present. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The unreconstructed surface of clean Pd(llO) has been the subject of 
numerous conflicting studies. In a He-atom diffraction study restricted to 
angular scans along the [001] direction, Francis and Richardson (1) 
observed substantial evidence for an order-disorder transition-possibly 
first order- on Pd(llO) at 230 K, where the average domain width along the 
[001] direction exceeded the limit set by an instrumental transfer width of 
50 A at T <230 K, but was limited to only about 2-3 unit cells at T >230 K. 
Since Francis and Richardson were able to rule out the formation of small 
islands or narrow terraces, they proposed that the atoms of the topmost 
layer were displaced laterally along the [001] direction, where the 
directions of the displacements were correlated at T <230 K, but largely 
uncorrelated at T >230 K. An analysis of the diffraction profiles yielded 
an estimate of 0.7 A for the magnitude of the displacements. Subsequently, 
in a study of low-energy electron-diffraction (LEED) profiles, Wolf et al. 
(2) observed subtle evidence for an order-disorder transition on Pd( l l O )  at 
250 K; however, in contrast to the results of Francis and Richardson, their 
results indicated that better order existed along the [001] direction at T 
>250 K. An analysis of the LEED profiles yielded an average domain width 
of 20 unit cells along the [001] direction at T <250 K and an average 
domain width of 28 unit cells along the [001] direction at T >250 K. Wolf 
et al. attributed the differences in the two studies to either different 
surface conditions or differences in the way electrons and He atoms probe 
the surface. More recently, Guillopé and Legrand (3) presented theoretical 
support for the existence of an order-disorder transition on Pd(llO) at low 
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temperature; however, they favored a transition between a nonlaterally 
displaced phase at low temperature and a laterally disordered phase at 
higher temperature. And finally, Lahee, Toennies, and W611 (4) attempted 
to reproduce the results of Francis and Richardson in a subsequent He-atom 
diffraction study, but found no evidence for an order disorder transition 
on Pd(llO). Since each of the results mentioned above pertain to the 
surface geometry of Pd(llO), we conclude that there is no consensus in this 
regard. 
If an order-disorder transition does occur on Pd(llO) near 250 K, then 
its effect on LEED intensity-energy [1(E)] curves appears to be negligible. 
In the initial dynamical LEED study, Diehl et al. (5) varied the first two 
interlayer spacings in an analysis of 1(E) curves collected at 300 K, and 
obtained a contraction of 5.7±2% in the first interlayer spacing and an 
expansion of 0.5±2% in the second interlayer spacing. Subsequently, 
Skottke et al. (6) varied the first two interlayer spacings in an analysis 
of 1(E) curves collected at 130 K, and obtained a contraction of 5.1±1.5% 
in the first interlayer spacing and an expansion of 2.9±1.5% in the second 
interlayer spacing. Although both analyses were carried out for an assumed 
nonlaterally displaced geometry, we believe that the close similarity 
between the interlayer spacings obtained above and below the proposed 
transition temperature favors either the absence of a phase transition or 
favors a phase transition in which the local geometry remains the same in 
both phases-such as has been proposed by Francis and Richardson. 
In this report, we present the results of a quantitative test of the 
model proposed by Francis and Richardson by dynamical LEED analysis. In 
agreement with the previous dynamical LEED results, we find that 1(E) 
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curves collected above and below the proposed transition temperature do not 
differ significantly; thus, we have restricted our analysis to curves 
collected below the proposed transition temperature. We assume that the 
surface is ordered; therefore, our incorporation of lateral displacements 
entails a rigid shift of the topmost layer along the [001] direction. 
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II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES 
Experiments are performed in a stainless-steel ultrahigh-vacuum 
chamber (base pressure <lxlO'^° torr) equipped with a single-pass 
cylindrical mirror analyzer for Auger electron spectroscopy (AES); /x-metal-
shielded, display-type, four-grid LEED optics; quadrupole mass 
spectrometer; sputter gun; and provisions for gas exposure. The Pd(llO) 
crystal is cleaned by cycles of Ar^ bombardment at 300 K and annealing at 
1100 K until impurity concentrations, with the possible exception of 
carbon, are reduced to the noise level of AES. Due to the overlap of the 
carbon 272-eV and Pd 279-eV Auger transitions, additional steps are taken 
to ensure that carbon levels are sufficiently low. Oxygen exposure at 640 
K to remove carbon as carbon oxides and flashes to 1100 K to desorb 
residual oxygen are performed until the ratio of Pd 279-eV to Pd 330-eV AES 
peak-to-peak heights is reduced to a limiting value of ca. 0.17; 2-keV 
primary beam energy and 1-V peak-to-peak modulation voltage are used in AES 
work. After cleaning in the above manner, the surface exhibits a high-
quality (1x1) LEED pattern. As a test to see if surface saturation can be 
achieved upon gas exposure, the (2x1) plgl LEED pattern of the CD-saturated 
surface (7) and the (1x2) LEED pattern of the hydrogen-induced paired-row 
reconstruction (8) are reproduced. Thermal desorption spectra from the CO-
saturated surface are regularly consistent with those previously reported 
for a carbon-free surface (9). 
Nineteen normal-incidence 1(E) curves are acquired simultaneously (45-
250 eV, 1-eV grid) in ca. 10 min with a computer-interfaced video processor 
and a silicon-intensified-target camera. The crystal is maintained at 105 
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K during data collection. Normal incidence is determined by comparing 
symmetry-equivalent curves. The ability to achieve normal incidence is 
demonstrated in Fig. 1. Sixteen video frames are averaged at each energy 
to improve the signal-to-noise ratio. Camera saturation effects are tested 
by acquiring curves over a wide range of camera aperture settings. 
Background subtraction is performed locally during data acquisition. Beam-
current normalization is performed separately after measuring the current 
as a function of beam energy with the crystal biased sufficiently positive 
to suppress secondary emission. Equivalent beam averaging-a procedure 
known to minimize residual experimental errors (10)- is performed when 
possible, which reduces the set of 19 curves to 8 symmetry-nonequivalent 
curves over a total-energy range of AE =1153 eV. Beam indices are (0,1), 
(1,0), (1,1), (0,2), (2,0), (1,2), (2,1), and (0,3). Curves collected in 
two separate experiments are in excellent agreement, and are averaged to 
further enhance statistical reliability. 
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Figure 1. Comparison between experimental 1(E) curves for the (1,1) beam 
set and their average at normal incidence 
Curves are collected at 105 K. 
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III. COMPUTATIONAL PROCEDURES 
Theoretical 1(E) curves are calculated up to 260 eV for normal 
incidence with the LEED package of Van Hove and Tong (H). After 
calculating reflection and transmission matrices within the self-consistent 
formalism, inter!ayer scattering is accomplished by layer doubling. 
Symmetry is used to reduce the computational effort. Up to 33 symmetry-
nonequivalent beams are included when a twofold rotational axis and two 
orthogonal mirror planes are available as symmetry elements, which is the 
case when bulk layer registries are maintained throughout the crystal. Up 
to 51 symmetry-nonequivalent beams are included when only a mirror plane 
perpendicular to the [1Î0] direction is available as a symmetry element, 
which is the case when the topmost layer is allowed to shift along the 
[001] direction. Two orientational domains must be considered when the 
topmost layer is allowed to shift (lateral displacements can be correlated 
in either the positive or negative [001] direction). Since the 
experimental LEED pattern contains a twofold rotational axis and two 
orthogonal mirror lines at normal incidence, the diffracted intensities 
from the two possible domains are assumed to add to the 1(E) curves with 
equal weight. To accomplish this theoretically, we first calculate the 
intensities for one domain, and then sum the intensities of beams that are 
equivalent by symmetry when bulk layer registries are maintained throughout 
the crystal, but not equivalent by symmetry when the topmost layer is 
allowed to shift along the [001] direction. 
Eight phase shifts (C^^ =7) calculated from the tabulated, 
nonrelativistic Pd potential of Morruzi, Janak, and Williams (12) are used 
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throughout. The phase shifts are corrected for temperature effects with an 
effective Debye temperature (Gp) of 230 K. The real part of the optical 
potential (V^^) is assumed to be independent of energy, and is initially 
set to -10 eV. This parameter is treated as a variable during reliability-
factor (r-factor) analysis, and is rigidly shifted in 1-eV steps to obtain 
the best level of agreement. The final value of corresponding to the 
optimum geometry is -6 eV. The imaginary part of the optical potential 
(VgJ is fixed at -4 eV. Optimization of 0^ and V^,- is not performed since 
the selected values are nearly identical to previously determined optimum 
values for Pd(llO) (5). 
Experimental and theoretical 1(E) curves are compared quantitatively 
with the Pendry r factor (rp) (13). Since this r factor is highly 
sensitive to spectral noise (13), both sets of curves are smoothed with two 
passes of a three-point smoothing algorithm (14) prior to r-factor 
analysis. 
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IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Varied structural parameters-the first interlayer spacing d,2» the 
second interlayer spacing dgg, and a registry shift of magnitude a along 
the [001] direction in the topmost layer- are shown schematically in Fig. 
2. We increment a in steps of 0.1 A, and for each value of a, we 
independently vary d,2 and dgg over a wide range, both in steps of 0.025 A. 
Since the proposed registry shift is away from the hollow site and towards 
the short bridge site, increasingly larger values of d^g are tested for 
increasingly larger values of a. In all cases, we allow d^g to range to 
values considerably larger than predicted by hard spheres of bulk metallic 
radius. 
Figure 3 shows a representative comparison between experimental 1(E) 
curves and best-fit theoretical 1(E) curves for a =0, 0.1, 0.2, and 0.7 A. 
The displayed curves illustrate various degrees of response with respect to 
a, with the (0,2) curve being the most sensitive and the (1,2) curve being 
the least sensitive. We find that a =0, which corresponds to a 
nonlaterally displaced geometry, results in the lowest minimum r factor (rp 
=0.168); however, our results do not conclusively rule out the presence of 
small lateral displacements. For example, the minimum r factor for a =0.1 
A (rp =0.174) is only negligibly higher than the value obtained for no 
lateral displacements. In order to determine the uncertainty in a, we use 
Pendry's (13) definition of the variance-Ar =r^j^(8Vgj/AE)^^^- which 
indicates that only geometries yielding rp >0.196 can be ruled out as 
possible structures when one assumes that the minimum r factor obtained for 
a =0 corresponds to the global minimum. The minimum r factor for a =0.2 A 
19 
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2. Schematic of Pd{110) exhibiting a rigid registry shift along the 
[001] direction in the topmost layer 
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Figure 3. Representative comparison between experimental 1(E) curves and 
best-fit theoretical 1(E) curves for a =0, 0.1, 0.2, and 0.7 A 
Note the wide range of response with respect to o. 
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(Tp =0.238) clearly exceeds this value; thus, by interpolation, we estimate 
that the upper limit for a is ca. 0.13 A, which is considerably smaller 
than the value of 0.7 A required to account for the He-atom diffraction 
results of Francis and Richardson. In fact, when a is increased to 0.7 A, 
the minimum r factor increases to an extremely poor value (rp =0.709). As 
for the interlayer spacings, we find that d^g =1-31+0.02 A and dgj 
=1.39±0.02 A, which corresponds to a contraction of (4.4±1.5)% in d^g and 
an expansion of (1.5±1.5)% in dgg relative to the bulk interlayer spacing 
of 1.37 A. Within the uncertainties, both d^^ and dgj are found to be in 
agreement with the previously mentioned results of Diehl et al. (5) and 
Skottke et al. (6). Changes in deeper interlayer spacings are not studied 
since they are most likely smaller than their associated uncertainties. 
The rather large uncertainty in a can be attributed in part to 
momentum transfer being primarily normal to the surface in the normal-
incidence configuration (14). LEED's far greater sensitivity to vertical 
parameters relative to lateral parameters at normal incidence is 
demonstrated by our results for a =0.2 A. Although a =0.2 A clearly 
exceeds the upper limit established in our analysis, optimum interlayer 
spacings for this value of a differ by no more than 0.02 A relative to 
those obtained for a =0. While the use of the normal-incidence 
configuration surely diminishes LEED's sensitivity to lateral parameters, 
we find that domain averaging exerts an even larger effect. As shown in 
Fig. 4, theoretical 1(E) curves for the best-fit a =0.1 A geometry differ 
considerably from theoretical 1(E) curves for the optimum geometry prior to 
domain averaging, but only marginally after domain averaging. 
Finally, we comment on the possible existence of an order-disorder 
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Figure 4. Effect of domain averaging 
a) Theoretical 1(E) curves for the (0,1) and (0,-1) beams of a 
single orientational domain of the best-fit o =0.1 A geometry 
and their average. 
b) Theoretical 1(E) curve for the (0,1) beam of the optimum 
geometry. 
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transition on Pd(llO) near 250 K. Although we cannot claim that we have 
reached a definitive conclusion concerning the absence or presence of 
lateral displacements, the fact that lateral displacements of the magnitude 
required to account for the He-atom diffraction results of Francis and 
Richardson are clearly not present indicates that if an order-disorder 
transition does exist, then it is of a far more subtle nature. Since 1(E) 
curves collected above and below the proposed transition temperature do not 
differ significantly, we believe that the upper limit of ca. 0.13 A for a 
is also valid for a laterally disordered surface. As has been previously 
pointed out, the use of rigid registry shifts to model random lateral 
displacements is a good approximation due to the fact that the extent of 
intra!ayer multiple scattering is relatively small (15). 
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ABSTRACT 
Geometric structures of (1x1) and (1x2) Pt thin films on Pd(llO) have 
been determined by dynamical low-energy electron-diffraction analysis. The 
(1x1) structure exhibits relaxations in the first two interlayer spacings 
of Ad,2 =-11.0% and Adg^ =6.6% at a Pt coverage of one monolayer, and 
relaxations of Ad^g =-6.6% and Adgj =4.4% at two monolayers. As for the 
(1x2) structure, the top three layers are Pt. The topmost layer is of the 
missing-row type, the second layer is slightly row paired (0.06 A), and the 
third layer is significantly rumpled (0.23 A). Relaxations in the first 
four interlayer spacings are Ad,g =-9.5%, Ad^, =-8.0%, Adj^ =-7.3%, and Ad^g 
=2.2%. Except for a significantly less contracted first interlayer 
spacing, the (1x2) structure of the Pt film mimics the (1x2) structure of 
bulk Pt(llO). 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
The (110) face of bulk Pt is known to reconstruct. The two most 
commonly observed periodicities-(lx2) and (1x3)- have been shown to 
correspond to geometries of the missing-row type (1-3). The clean surface 
of Pd(llO), on the other hand, is known to be stable with respect to 
reconstruction (4-6). Thus, a Pt film on Pd(llO) represents a 
reconstructive film grown atop a nonreconstructive substrate. Since the 
lattice mismatch is only 0.8% (7), one would not expect this factor to play 
a major role in determining the film structure or growth mode, at least for 
the first few layers (8). 
Recently, we have observed (1x1), (1x2), and (1x3) low-energy 
electron-diffraction (LEED) patterns for Pt thin films grown on Pd(llO) 
(9,10). Conditions required to produce each LEED pattern are as follows. 
For Pt coverages <1 ML, only a (1x1) LEED pattern is observed. [A Pt 
coverage of one monolayer (ML) is defined as the atomic density of the 
Pd(llO) surface.] A (1x1) LEED pattern is also observed for Pt coverages 
greater than 1 ML, but only if the films are deposited and maintained at 
low temperature. Upon annealing, these films exhibit a streaky LEED 
pattern for Pt coverages between 1 and 2 ML, and either a (1x2) or a (1x3) 
LEED pattern for Pt coverages >2 ML. All films are unstable with respect 
to extensive dissolution if annealed to a sufficiently high temperature 
(9,10), which is consistent with the fact that Pt and Pd are known to be 
continuously miscible in the solid state (H). 
Interestingly, two specific conditions must be met to produce the 
(1x2) structure. First, the (1x2) structure develops only at 2 ML; 
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slightly lower coverages result in no distinct superstructure and slightly 
higher coverages result in the (1x3) structure. Second, the formation of 
the (1x2) structure at 2 ML requires that Pt be deposited at temperatures 
less than 200 K; higher deposition temperatures result in the (1x3) 
structure. This is particularly surprising since relatively high annealing 
temperatures are required to form either superstructure. We have 
investigated the possibility that the peculiarity at 2 ML is the result of 
temperature-dependent contamination (9), but have concluded that this is 
unlikely; furthermore, one would expect contamination to exert a similar 
effect at higher coverages. Therefore, we believe that the peculiarity is 
caused instead by a strong temperature dependence in the morphology of the 
film prior to annealing. 
The similarity between the periodicities observed for the (110) face 
of bulk Pt and those we observe here suggests that the two systems share a 
common origin, i.e., the (1x2) and (1x3) structures of the Pt films are 
reconstructions of the missing-row type. This hypothesis is supported by 
the fact that exposing either the (1x2) or the (1x3) structure of the Pt 
films to CO "lifts" the reconstruction (9,10), which is also known to occur 
on the corresponding bulk Pt surfaces (3,12). 
In this paper, we present the results of a dynamical LEED study, in 
which we have investigated the (1x1) structure at 1 ML, the (1x1) structure 
at 2 ML, and the (1x2) structure of Pt on Pd(llO). While LEED has been 
used extensively in obtaining detailed structural information for clean and 
adsorbate-induced reconstructions of bulk fcc(llO) surfaces, here we report 
on a structural determination by LEED for a reconstructed fcc(llO) thin 
film. 
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II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES 
Experiments are performed in a stainless-steel ultrahigh-vacuum 
chamber (base pressure <lxlO"^° torr) equipped with a single-pass 
cylindrical mirror analyzer for Auger electron spectroscopy (AES); 
quadrupole mass spectrometer; /i-metal-shielded, display-type, four-grid 
LEED optics; sputter gun; provisions for gas exposure; and a metal 
evaporator for Pt deposition. The Pd(llO) crystal is cleaned by cycles of 
Ar* bombardment at 300 K and annealing at 1100 K until impurities, with the 
possible exception of carbon, are reduced to the noise level of AES. Since 
carbon levels are difficult to ascertain by AES due to the overlap of the 
carbon 272-eV and Pd 279-eV Auger signals, cycles of oxygen exposure at 640 
K to remove carbon as carbon oxides and flashes to 1100 K to desorb 
residual oxygen are performed. Carbon levels are considered to be 
sufficiently low when thermal desorption spectra for the CO-saturated 
surface are consistent with those previously reported for a carbon-free 
surface (13). Cleaning in the above manner results in a surface that 
exhibits a high-quality (1x1) LEED pattern. 
Pt is deposited at 105 K, at a rate of ca. 1 ML min"\ After 
deposition, the LEED pattern is (1x1) and no impurities are detected by 
AES. Relative Pt coverage is determined by measuring Rpt/pd» which is 
defined as the ratio of the peak-to-peak Auger signals for Pt (64 eV) and 
Pd (330 eV); 2-keV primary beam energy and 1-V peak-to-peak modulation 
voltage are used in AES work. Measurements of Rpt/pd at various sample 
positions indicate that the films are spatially uniform to within ±5%. 
Figure 1 shows that linear segments and equidistant breaks characteristic 
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Cumulative deposition time (s) 
Figure 1. Peak-to-peak height of the Pt 64-eV AES signal vs cumulative 
deposition time 
Deposition and AES measurements are performed at 105 K. 
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of layer-by-layer growth (14) are observed in a plot of the Pt 64-eV peak-
to-peak height versus cumulative deposition time. Values obtained for 
Rpt/pd at the first (0.30) and second (0.75) break points, or at 1 and 2 ML, 
are found to be in excellent agreement with those reported previously for 
the first two monolayers of Pt on Pd(lOO) based on the characterization of 
coverage-dependent Bragg-intensity oscillations (15). 
The (1x1) films are not annealed to ensure that only the (1x1) phase 
is present. LEED patterns for 1- and 2-ML films are not as good as that of 
the clean substrate, but are of sufficient quality to acquire reliable 
intensity-energy [1(E)] curves, i.e., no serious loss of low-intensity 
features is observed. Of the two, the LEED pattern for the 2-ML film is 
worse due to slightly higher background intensity and visibly detectable 
oscillations in spot size with beam energy. Although still visible, LEED 
patterns at higher coverages are degraded to the extent that an analysis is 
not warranted. 
The (1x2) structure is produced by annealing the 2-ML film at 530 K. 
This procedure results in a bright, low-background LEED pattern with 
comparable integral and half-order intensities, although as shown in Fig. 
2, half-order beams remain rather broad along the [001] direction. Neither 
impurities nor loss of Pt are detected by AES after annealing. 
Experimental 1(E) curves are acquired at normal incidence with a 
computer-interfaced video processor and a silicon-intensified-target 
camera. The crystal is maintained at 105 K. Background subtraction is 
performed locally during data collection, and beam-current normalization is 
performed separately after measuring the current as a function of beam 
energy with the crystal biased sufficiently positive to suppress secondary 
Figure 2. (1x2) LEED pattern at 70 eV 
(0,1/2), (0,1), (1,0), (1,1/2), and (1,1) beam sets are visible. 
Note the elongation of the half-order beams along the [001] 
direction. 
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emission. Equivalent beam averaging-a procedure known to minimize residual 
experimental errors (16)- is performed when possible. Eight symmetry-
nonequivalent curves over the energy range of 50-250 eV are available for 
each of the (1x1) films, and nine symmetry-nonequivalent curves (five 
integral-order, four half-order) over the energy range of 30-300 eV are 
available for the (1x2) structure. Truncation of curves prior to the 
maximum energy is due to either manipulator shadowing or the inability to 
track the beam over an extended energy range of low intensity. 
Normal incidence is determined by comparing symmetry-equivalent 1(E) 
curves. In particular, the (1,1) beam set of the (1x2) LEED pattern is 
found to be extremely sensitive to misalignment. Figure 3 shows that while 
curves collected at normal incidence are in excellent agreement, a small 
deliberate misalignment results in substantial differences. However, the 
merit of equivalent beam averaging is readily apparent by noting the close 
similarity between averaged curves. 
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C/} 
C 
CD 
C 
Energy (eV) 
Figure 3, Experimental 1(E) curves and their average for the (1,1) beam 
set of the (1x2) LEED pattern 
a) At normal incidence. From top to bottom, beam indices are 
(-1,1), (-1,-1), (1,-1), and (1,1). 
b) As in a), but for 0.5° off-normal incidence. 
Note the close similarity between averaged curves. 
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III. COMPUTATIONAL PROCEDURES 
Theoretical 1(E) curves are calculated for normal incidence with the 
LEED package of Van Hove and Tong (17). After calculating reflection and 
transmission matrices within the self-consistent formalism, interlayer 
scattering is accomplished by layer doubling. The combined space method 
for composite layers with matrix inversion is employed when small spacings 
between subplanes are involved. Random substitutional disorder is studied 
with the average T-matrix approximation (ATA) (18), which has been shown to 
yield calculationally correct results (19). Domain averaging is carried 
out for (1x2) structural models with only one mirror plane. 
Eight phase shifts (C^^ =7) are used throughout in the (1x1) 
analysis. Pd phase shifts are calculated from the tabulated potential of 
Moruzzi, Janak, and Williams (20), and spin-averaged Pt phase shifts are 
calculated from the potential of Wang (21). The phase shifts are 
temperature corrected with an effective Debye temperature (8^) of 230 K for 
Pd and 195 K for Pt. Up to nine phase shifts (f^^ =8) are included in the 
(1x2) analysis. Pd phase shifts are calculated from the potential 
described above, and spin-averaged Pt phase shifts are calculated from the 
potential of Mattheiss (22). The phase shifts are temperature corrected 
with a 0p of 195 for Pd and 160 K for Pt. The real part of the optical 
potential (V^^) is treated as a constant over the entire energy range, and 
is shifted in 1-eV steps during reliability-factor (r-factor) analysis to 
obtain the best level of agreement. The final value of is -6 eV for 
all three structures. The imaginary part of the optical potential (V^,) is 
fixed at -5 eV in the (1x1) analysis, and at -4 eV in the (1x2) analysis. 
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No further steps are taken to improve the level of agreement through the 
values of the nonstructural parameters since such steps generally have 
little influence on the final structural result (23). 
Theoretical and experimental 1(E) curves are compared quantitatively 
with the Pendry r factor (rp) (24). Since this r factor is highly 
sensitive to spectral noise (24), both sets of curves are smoothed prior to 
r-factor analysis. 
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IV. (1x1) RESULTS 
In the analysis of the (1x1) structures, we consider only overlayer 
geometries, since complications due to intermixing seem unlikely in light 
of the fact the (1x1) films are deposited and maintained at low 
temperature. The number of Pt layers is, however, considered as a variable 
in order to test our Pt coverage assignments based on the AES plot shown in 
Fig. 1. An acceptable fit between theory and experiment for both 1- and 2-
ML films will confirm that a significant degree of layer-by-layer quality 
is indeed achieved for the first two monolayers of film growth (25). 
Results are summarized in Table 1. Initially, the relaxation of the 
first interlayer spacing is considered for zero to three Pt layers. From 
the r-factor results, it is clear that 1- and 2-ML films are best described 
by one and two Pt layers, respectively. Optimum first interlayer spacings 
and minimum r factors for one-layer relaxation are as follows: d,2 =1.25 A 
and rp =0.39 for the 1-ML film; d^g =1.31 A and rp =0.35 for the 2-ML film. 
Next, the (1x1) structures are further refined by considering 
relaxations in the first two interlayer spacings. Optimum first and second 
interlayer spacings and minimum r factors for two-layer relaxation are as 
follows: di2 =1.22 A, dgg =1.46 A, and rp =0.27 for the 1-ML film; d^g =1.28 
A, dgg =1.43 A, and rp =0.30 for the 2-ML film. Differences in the 
interlayer spacings relative to the truncated substrate geometry are as 
follows: Ad,2 =-11.0% and Adgs =6.6% for the 1-ML film; Ad,2 =-6.6% and Adgj 
=4.4% for the 2-ML film. As expected, by allowing d23 to expand from the 
Pd(llO) bulk interlayer spacing of 1.37 A, a further contraction in d^g is 
found for both films (26). Based on Pendry's (24) definition of the 
4 2 '  
Table 1. Results of the (1x1) analysis 
Dash indicates that the parameter is not varied. 
ML No. of Pt layers Optimum parameters (A) 
(expL) (theory) d i2  d23 Pendry r factor 
1 0 1.33 - 0.61 
1 1 1.25 - 0.39 
1 2 1.34 - 0.52 
1 3 1.36 - 0.61 
2 0 1.35 - 0.61 
2 1 1.38 - 0.57 
2 2 1.31 - 0.35 
2 3 1.32 - 0.52 
1 1 1.22 1.46 0.27 
2 2 1.28 1.43 0.30 
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variance, an uncertainty of ca. ±0.03 A (±2%) is associated with each 
interlayer spacing. Changes in deeper interlayer spacings are not 
considered since they are most likely smaller than their associated 
uncertainties. For instance, while a first-principles calculation for a 
single (1x1) layer of Au on Ag(llO) predicts relaxations in the first two 
interlayer spacings comparable to those found for the 1-ML Pt film (Ad,g 
=-11.9%, Adgg =5.5%), it predicts only a negligible relaxation in the third 
interlayer spacing (Adj^ =-0.7%) {2J_)- Contour maps of rp as a function of 
the first two interlayer spacings are shown in Fig. 4. Experimental and 
best-fit theoretical 1(E) curves are visually compared in Figs. 5 and 6. 
Pendry r factors obtained for both films are somewhat higher than the 
values of less than 0.20 typically expected for clean surfaces of 
unreconstructed metals, which could be due in part to surface roughness. 
[Although it should be noted that such low values are generally not 
achieved for high-Z metals such as Pt, e.g., a Pendry r factor of only 0.50 
was reported for the clean surface of Pt(lll)-(lxl) (28).] As mentioned 
previously, LEED patterns for both films are poorer than that of the clean 
substrate, and oscillations in spot size with beam energy are detected in 
the case of the 2-ML film, which indicates the presence of random steps 
(29). The presence of steps has been previously implicated as a cause for 
degrading the level of agreement in LEED analysis (30)» Despite the 
apparent deviation from ideality, the predominant ordered component of the 
1- and 2-ML films is clearly shown to be one and two layers thick, 
respectively, which confirms that film growth at low temperature occurs in 
at least a pseudo-layer-by-layer fashion for the first two monolayers, 
i.e., the interface width is considerably narrower than predicted by 
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1.35 
Figure 4. Pendry r-factor contour maps for the (1x1) structures 
The innermost contour corresponds to rp =0.28 in the 1-ML map, 
and to rp =0.31 in the 2-ML map. Each successive contour 
corresponds to an increase in rp of 0.02. 
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Figure 4. (Continued) 
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Figure 5. Experimental and best-fit theoretical 1(E) curves for the (1x1) 
structure at 1 ML 
Upper curves correspond to theory. 
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Figure 6. Experimental and best-fit theoretical 1(E) curves for the (1x1) 
structure at 2 ML 
Upper curves correspond to theory. 
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Poisson statistics. This behavior has also been observed for low-
temperature growth of Pt on Pd(lOO) (31). For statistically random 
deposition on an fcc(lOO) substrate, it has been demonstrated that 
diffusionless pseudo-layer-by-layer growth is feasible, with the 
stipulation that adsorption can occur only in fourfold hollow sites (32). 
An analogous explanation may apply here. 
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V. (1x2) RESULTS 
In the analysis of the (1x2) structure, we focus primarily on missing-
row-type models. However, paired-row, rumpled-surface, and sawtooth (33) 
models are also tested since the electronic influence of the Pd substrate 
may induce a reconstruction different from that of bulk Pt. Descriptions 
of these models can be found in Ref. 34. Since the ideal coverage of the 
(1x2) phase is not exactly known experimentally, the number of Pt layers is 
treated as a variable. In addition, the possibility of intermixing is 
considered for the (1x2) structure since its formation requires a 
relatively high annealing temperature. Structural parameters-interlayer 
spacings (d^g-d^g), extent of pairing (a), and extent of rumpling (5)- are 
defined in Fig. 7 for the missing-row model with second-layer row pairing 
and third-layer rumpling. These parameters are similarly defined for 
models not shown. 
First, overlayer models are considered. Results for these models are 
summarized in Table 2. Correctness of a missing-row topmost layer is 
clearly demonstrated by the r-factor results for models 1-4. The missing-
row model yields the lowest r factor (0.54) when compared to paired-row 
(0.75), rumpled-surface (0.65), and sawtooth (0.77) models. The missing-
row model is also preferred when partial r factors for integral and half-
order beams are taken separately into account. Since the optimum pairing 
in the paired-row model corresponds to the situation with no pairing, the 
partial r factor for the half-order beams is estimated to be 1. Although 
the number of Pt layers is fixed at three at this stage of the analysis, we 
believe that models 2-4 can be excluded from further consideration. [A 
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Figure 7. Schematic of the missing-row model with second-layer row pairing 
and third-layer rumpling 
Sign conventions for pairing (a) and rumpling (5) are as 
follows: positive pairing corresponds to pairing towards the 
missing row, and negative rumpling corresponds to the situation 
where the upper atom in the rumpled layer is directly beneath 
the missing row. The schematic is drawn to exhibit positive 
pairing and negative rumpling. 
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Table 2. Results for (1x2) overlayer models 
Missing-row model with second-layer row pairing and third-layer 
rumpling is denoted as M+P+R. Missing-row model with rumpling in 
the second layer is denoted as M+R. Dash indicates that the 
parameter is either not relevant to the model under consideration 
or is not varied. 
No. of Pt layers Optimum patameiers (A) Pendry r factor 
Model (thewy) di2 d23 <h4 «I45 0 5 IntcKral Half Total 
I Missing-row 3 1.27 1.59 1.21 1.40 - - 0.47 0.64 0.54 
2 Paired-row 3 1.29 1.53 1.28 1.44 0.00 - 0.52 1.00 0.75 
3 Rumpled-surface 3 1.19 1.41 1.41 1.38 - •0.16 0.52 0.79 0.65 
4 Sawtooth 3 1.26 1.18 1.25 - - - 0.75 0.78 0.77 
S Missing-row 0 1.24 1.21 1.54 1.39 - - 0J2 0.58 0.55 
6 Missing-iow 1 1.30 1.26 1.44 1.38 - - 0.57 0.63 0.60 
7 Missing-row 2 1.20 1.35 1.42 1.38 - - 0.56 0.64 0.60 
8 M+P+R 0 1.25 1.21 1.44 1.39 -0.19 -0.09 0.53 0J3 0.53 
9 M+P+R 1 1.27 1.25 1.36 1.37 0.09 •0.07 0.57 0.57 0.57 
10 M+P+R 2 1.19 1.32 1.35 1.36 0.08 -0.10 0J2 0.59 0.55 
11 M+P+R 3 1.24 1.26 1.27 1.40 0.06 -0.23 0.30 0.35 0.32 
12 M+P+R . 4 1.22 1.28 1.29 1.37 -0.01 -0.23 0.58 0.45 0.52 
13 M+R 3 1.26 1.58 1.21 1.40 - -0.02 0.47 0.64 0.54 
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film thickness of N layers corresponds to an ideal coverage of (N-0.5) ML 
for the missing-row model, (N-1) ML for the sawtooth model, and N ML for 
paired-row and rumpled-surface models.] 
The r factor for the missing-row model is, however, still rather poor; 
thus, the sensitivity of LEED with respect to the number of Pt layers is 
tested in models 5-7. While r factors for one (0.60) and two (0.60) layers 
are worse, it is somewhat disturbing that the same level of agreement is 
achieved for zero (0.55) and three (0.54) layers. The failure to identify 
the number of Pt layers suggests that the missing-row model is not a 
complete description of the reconstruction. Although the first LEED 
analysis of bulk Pt(110)-(lx2) favored the missing-row model, the results 
were not conclusive due to an incomplete account of the full extent of the 
reconstruction (35). Subsequent LEED analyses have shown that an extension 
of the reconstruction to subsurface layers in the form of alternating row 
pairing and rumpling is necessary to obtain an acceptable fit between 
theory and experiment (2,3). Thus, the missing-row model is extended to 
include these features, with the number of Pt layers remaining as a 
variable. 
In models 8-12, the effect of row pairing in the second layer and 
rumpling in the third layer is studied for zero to four Pt layers. While r 
factors for zero, one, two, and four layers remain above 0.50, a 
significantly improved r factor (0.32) is achieved for three layers (model 
11). Comparable partial r factors are obtained for integral (0.30) and 
half-order (0.35) beams. 
While pairing in the second layer of model 11 is found to be only 
slight (a =0.06 A), rumpling in the third layer is found to be significant 
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(6 =-0.23 A). It is known that vertical displacements, such as rumpling, 
exert a large effect on 1(E) curves due to momentum transfer being 
primarily toward the surface normal in the normal-incidence configuration 
(M). By the same reasoning, 1(E) curves are somewhat insensitive to 
lateral displacements such as row pairing (M). Thus, we conclude that the 
omission of third-layer rumpling is the principal cause for the above-
mentioned failure to identify the number of Pt layers within the (1x2) 
structure. [Due to the weak effect of row pairing, a missing-row model 
with three Pt layers and rumpling instead of pairing in the second layer is 
also tested (model 13); however, the r-factor result for this model (0.54) 
indicates that this is not a good choice for the position of the rumpled 
layer.] 
Next, intermixing models are considered. Results for these models are 
summarized in Table 3. Random substitutional disorder within the first 
four layers of the missing-row model with second-layer row pairing and 
third-layer rumpling is studied with the ATA method in models 14-17. While 
the atomic concentration is varied for the layer under consideration, all 
structural parameters and all other layer compositions are fixed as listed 
for model 11 in Table 2. The results favor a small amount of Pd in the 
topmost layer (12%), but this cannot be judged conclusive since the 
r factor obtained for no intermixing clearly falls within the range of 
uncertainty. 
Since the rumpled layer in model 11 is in direct contact with the 
substrate, the possibility of a 1:1 ordered alloy in this layer is 
considered in models 18 and 19. However, after reoptimization of the 
structural parameters, we find that the r factor increases to 0.44 for Pt 
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Table 3. Results for (1x2) intermixing models 
Structural parameters in the average T-matrix approximation (ATA) 
models are fixed at the values listed for model 11 in Table 2. 
M+P+R is defined in Table 2. 
%Pt Optimum % Pt Pendry r factor 
Model layer 1 layer 2 layer 3 layer 4 in varied layer Integral Half Total 
14 ATA Varied 100 100 0 88 0.29 0.35 0.32 
15 ATA 100 Varied 100 0 100 0.30 0.35 0.32 
16 ATA 100 100 Varied 0 100 0.30 0.35 0.32 
17 ATA 100 100 100 Varied 0 0.30 0.35 0.32 
Upper Lower Optimmn paramews (A) Pendry r factor 
Model atom atom di2 dji <b4 d4s o S Integral Half Total 
18 M(Pt)+P(Pt)+R(aUoy) Pt Pd 1.22 127 126 U5 0.07 0.23 0.37 0.52 0.44 
19 M(PtHP(PtHR(allov) Pd Pt 1.19 133 1.25 135 0.05 -0.21 0.43 0.55 0.48 
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as the upper atom in the rumpled layer, and to 0.48 for Pd as the upper 
atom in the rumpled layer. A preference for Pt rather than Pd as the upper 
atom is a further indication that this layer is all Pt. 
Finally, combinations of missing-row Pt or (Pd+Pt) in the topmost 
layer; 2Pt, (Pd+Pt), or (Pt+Pd) in the second and third layers; and 2Pd, 
(Pd+Pt), or (Pt+Pd) in the fourth layer are tested (results are not listed 
in Table 3 due to the large number of combinations). The first four 
interlayer spacings are taken into account, but neither pairing nor 
rumpling is considered. In all cases, at least the mirror plane 
perpendicular to the [1Î0] direction is retained as a symmetry element. 
However, the results again do not favor the presence of ordered alloy 
layers, e.g., the following combination: (Pd+Pt) in the topmost layer, 2Pt 
in the second layer, (Pd+Pt) in the third layer, and 2Pd in the fourth 
layer yields an r factor of 0.56, with partial r factors of 0.44 and 0.72 
for integral and half-order beams, respectively. 
Thus, we conclude that the missing-row model with second-layer row 
pairing and third-layer rumpling best describes the (1x2) structure of Pt 
on Pd(llO). Three layers of Pt are present in the reconstructed phase, 
which corresponds to an ideal coverage of 2.5 ML. Optimum structural 
parameters and the minimum r factor are as follows: d^g =1.24 A, dg; =1.26 
A, dj^ =1.27 A, d^5 =1.40 A, a =0.06 A, 6 =-0.23 A, and rp =0.32. In the 
same manner as for bulk Pt(110)-(lx2) (2,3), pairing occurs toward the 
missing row and the upper atom of the rumpled layer is directly beneath the 
missing row. The directions of these displacive movements are consistent 
with reducing the large corrugation of the missing-row reconstruction. 
Differences in the interlayer spacings relative to the truncated substrate 
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geometry are as follows: Ad^g =-9.5%, Adgg =-8.0%, Ad^^ =-7.3%, and Ad^j 
=2.2%. Plots of rp as a function of a single structural parameter, with 
all other parameters fixed near their optimum values, are shown in Fig. 8. 
Experimental and best-fit theoretical 1(E) curves are visually compared in 
Fig. 9, 
The Pendry r factor obtained for the (1x2) structure is comparable to 
the value of 0.36 reported for bulk Pt(110)-(lx2) (3). Nevertheless, it is 
unlikely that the (1x2) phase forms a continuous overlayer. For instance, 
the coverage of the (1x1) film leading to the (1x2) structure upon 
annealing is 0.5 ML less than the ideal coverage of the (1x2) structure. 
This suggests that the (1x2) phase occurs as patches with limited spatial 
extent along the [001] direction-to be consistent with the LEED pattern-
with perhaps (1x1) areas of either bare Pd or one-layer thick Pt in 
between. If the (1x2) phase does exist as patches, then they must cover a 
large fraction of the surface since comparable integral and half-order 
intensities are observed. Unfortunately, there is no simple way (if any) 
to include inhomogeneity in LEED calculations, although it may be possible 
to improve the level of agreement by mixing in intensities from ordered 
(1x1) areas. However, such a procedure would not likely affect the final 
structure obtained for the (1x2) phase. 
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di2 (Â) 
Figure 8. Pendry r-factor sensitivity plots for the (1x2) structure 
All parameters other than the parameter under consideration are 
fixed near their optimum values.. 
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Figure 9. Experimental and best-fit theoretical 1(E) curves for the (1x2) 
structure 
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VI. DISCUSSION 
A comparison to LEED results obtained for relevant surface structures 
of Pt and Pd is made in Table 4. While both (1x1) films are found to 
follow the trend of contracted d^g and expanded dg; characteristic of clean 
surfaces of bulk fcc(110)-(lxl) metals {M)> the magnitudes of the 
relaxations are found to depend on Pt coverage. The much larger 
contraction in d^g of the 1-ML film relative to that of either the 2-ML 
film or the clean substrate (see Table 4) suggests that an attractive 
electronic interaction between Pt and Pd is present at the interface, i.e., 
bonding between Pt and Pd is stronger than either to itself. However, the 
attractive interaction does not appear to be strong enough to override the 
driving force for oscillatory relaxation when a second layer of Pt is 
present since this structure exhibits an expanded interlayer spacing at the 
interface. 
It is known that strong bonding between the overlayer and substrate 
favors complete wetting for the first monolayer of deposition (37). 
Therefore, it is reasonable to conclude that the (1x1) structure should be 
more stable than the missing-row-type structure at 1 ML since the (1x1) 
structure maximizes the number of Pt atoms in contact with the Pd 
substrate. Thus, it is not surprising that a minimum Pt coverage is 
required before reconstruction can set in. As mentioned previously, no 
evidence for superstructure formation is observed at Pt coverages <1 ML. 
The presence of an attractive electronic interaction is also consistent 
with a tendency to alloy (37), which is supported by our observation of 
extensive film dissolution upon annealing to a sufficiently high 
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Table 4. Comparison of Pt on Pd(llO) results to Pt and Pd structures that 
have been determined by LEED 
Surface Adi2 (%) Ad23(%) o(A) 6(A) Reference 
Pd(110)-(lx2) (Cs-induced) -9 -1 0.05 -0.1 34 
Pt(110)-{lx2) -18.4 -24.2 0.07 -0.32 2 
Pt(110Hlx2) -20.9 -7.2 0.04 -0.17 3 
Pt/Pd(110)-(lx2) -9.5 -8.0 0.06 -0.23 this woit 
Pd(110)-(lxl) -5.7 0.5 4 
Pd(llOHlxl) -5.1 2.9 5 
Pt/Pd(110Hlxl) (IML) -11.0 6.6 this woik 
Pt/Pd(110)-(lxl)(2ML) -6.6 4.4 this work 
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temperature. 
The optimum geometry of the (1x2) structure is found to be 
qualitatively similar to that of bulk Pt(110)-(lx2). Quantitatively, the 
most striking difference is that d^g of the Pt film is clearly found to be 
only half as contracted (see Table 4). Two factors could contribute to 
this difference. First, a lattice compression of 0.8% in the Pt 
overlayer-induced by the smaller surface unit cell of the Pd substrate- may 
create sufficient strain energy that a less contracted d^g results. 
Second, the relaxation of the (1x2) structure may be governed to some 
extent by the electronic influence of the Pd substrate. 
For clean surfaces of bulk fcc(llO) metals, the reduction in total 
energy by reconstructing to the (1x2) missing-row-type structure is 
probably rather small since this phenomena occurs only for Pt, Au (38)» and 
Ir (39). In fact, a first-principles calculation has shown that the 
surface energy of the (1x2) phase of Au is only ca. 5% lower than that of 
the (1x1) phase (40). Further evidence for a small difference in the 
stability of the two phases is that clean surfaces of bulk fcc(110)-(lxl) 
metals can be pushed into the (1x2) missing-row-type structure by a slight 
disturbance, e.g., by a small fraction of a monolayer of alkali metal (M). 
Thus, subtle modifications in the electronic structure of fcc(llO) metals 
can cause significant changes in geometric structure. Based on these 
arguments, a less contracted d^g due in part to a different electronic 
environment is understandable. 
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ABSTRACT 
The geometric structure of a thin NiO( l l l )  film on Ni( 1 0 0 )  has been 
determined by dynamical low-energy electron-diffraction analysis. The 
oxide film is sufficiently thick to carry out the analysis in the bulk 
crystal limit. Four orientational domains of NiO(lll) are present. We 
consider four possible terminations of the oxide film (oxygen or nickel, 
fee or hep sites). Our results indicate that the oxide film terminates 
with a topmost layer of oxygen in fee sites, and exhibits a 14.8% 
contraction in the first interlayer spacing. The "bulk" lattice parameters 
of the oxide film are found to be uniformly compressed by 2.6% relative to 
bulk NiO( l l l ) .  
I. INTRODUCTION 
Presumably, surface energy considerations will dictate whether a polar 
metal oxide film terminates with a topmost layer of oxygen or metal. As a 
consequence, a polar metal oxide film offers insight into the relative 
stabilities of the anionic and cationic surfaces of its corresponding bulk 
crystal. In the case of metal oxides crystallizing in the rocksalt 
structure, the (111) surfaces are polar (1). [A rocksalt(111) crystal can 
be thought of in terms of an fcc(lll) crystal with layers alternating 
between all anions and all cations; therefore, each charge neutral slab 
possesses a perpendicular dipole moment.] Electrostatic arguments show 
that polar surfaces of ionic crystals should have prohibitively large 
surface energies, and can only be stabilized by reconstruction or 
adsorption of additional charge (1). Experimental studies of rocksalt ( l l l )  
surfaces of bulk metal oxides confirm the general validity of the 
electrostatic arguments, e.g., MgO(lll) has been reported to reconstruct 
(2) and facet to stable nonpolar (100) surfaces (3), and NiO(lll) has been 
reported to be stabilized by impurity segregation (4). 
With the inherent instability of rocksalt(111) surfaces in mind, it is 
quite interesting that thin films of metal oxides crystallizing in the 
rocksalt structure can often be grown in the (111) orientation without 
reconstruction (5-12). A classic example of this is thin films of NiO(lll) 
grown by oxidation of Ni(100) (8-12). These films grow preferentially at 
temperatures below ca. 300 K (10), to a saturation thickness of ca. 3-4 
layers of NiO (9,11,12), and in accordance with the theories of surface 
stabilities of ionic crystals (1,13,14), they are unstable with respect to 
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NiO(lOO) at temperatures above ca. 500 K (10,12). 
Although considerable effort has been expended in studying surface 
oxidation of Ni(100) (8-12,15-20), the fundamental question of whether a 
NiO(lll) film on Ni(100) is terminated with a topmost layer of oxygen or 
nickel has not yet been answered. Of course, such knowledge is a 
prerequisite for developing a detailed understanding of the properties of 
such a film; therefore, we have undertaken a dynamical low-energy electron-
diffraction (LEED) analysis of its structure. 
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II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES 
Experiments are performed in a stainless-steel ultrahigh-vacuum 
chamber (base pressure <lxlO"^° torr) equipped with a single-pass 
cylindrical mirror analyzer for Auger electron spectroscopy (AES); p-metal-
shielded, display-type, four-grid LEED optics; quadrupole mass 
spectrometer; sputter gun; and provisions for gas exposure. The Ni(100) 
crystal is cleaned by cycles of Ar* bombardment at 300 K and annealing at 
1000 K. Residual carbon is removed by cycles of small doses of oxygen at 
300 K and annealing at 1000 K. After cleaning in the above manner, no 
impurities are detected by AES and the surface exhibits a high-quality 
(1x1) LEED pattern. 
Thin films of NiO(lll) are prepared by oxidation of Ni(100) at 225 K, 
followed by annealing at 425 K. An exposure of 160 Langmuir (P =8x10"® 
torr) is sufficient to optimize the NiO(lll) LEED pattern. AES 
measurements from the annealed oxide film do not reveal impurity 
concentrations greater than the noise level. Figure 1 shows a photograph 
of the NiO(lll) LEED pattern at 90 eV. This pattern can only be explained 
by the presence of orientational domains, which is discussed later in 
detail. Since the NiO(lll) LEED pattern exhibits relatively sharp spots, 
we speculate that the domains have significant lateral dimensions. 
However, increased background intensity is observed and the maximum 
intensity level of the spots is roughly a factor of eight lower than that 
of the clean substrate, so it is highly likely that the ordered domains 
coexist with significant regions of considerable disorder. [Although it 
should be noted that part of the reduction in intensity can be attributed 
Figure 1. NiO(lll) LEED pattern at 90 eV 
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to the presence of incorporated oxygen, which scatters more weakly than 
nickel. Based on a comparison between calculated intensities for the clean 
surface of Ni(100) and calculated intensities for the oxide film, a 
reduction by a factor of 2.5 in the maximum intensity level is to be 
expected when both surfaces are perfectly ordered.] 
Experimental LEED intensity-energy [1(E)] curves are acquired at 
normal incidence (50-170 eV, 1-eV grid) with a computer-interfaced video 
processor and a silicon-intensified-target camera. The crystal is 
maintained at 105 K. Sixteen video frames are averaged at each energy to 
improve the signal-to-noise ratio. Camera saturation effects are tested by 
collecting curves over a wide range of camera aperture settings. 
Equivalent beam averaging-a procedure known to minimize residual 
experimental errors (21)- is carried out over the experimentally accessible 
beams. Background subtraction is performed locally during data collection, 
and normalization to constant beam current is performed separately after 
measuring the current as a function of beam energy with the crystal biased 
sufficiently positive to suppress secondary emission. Curves collected in 
three separate experiments are in excellent agreement, and are averaged to 
further enhance statistical reliability. 
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III. COMPUTATIONAL PROCEDURES 
Theoretical 1(E) curves are calculated from 40-180 eV for normal 
incidence with the LEED package of Van Hove and Tong (22). After 
calculating reflection and transmission matrices within the self-consistent 
formalism, interlayer scattering is accomplished by layer doubling. An 
equivalent of up to 55 beams are included in the plane-wave expansion of 
the wave field. Domain averaging is carried out to reproduce the symmetry 
observed in the experimental LEED pattern. 
Eight phase shifts (Ê^^ =7) are used throughout. Although NiO is 
ionic, we have chosen to use neutral phase shifts on the basis that 
calculated phase shifts have been found to be rather insensitive to the 
amount of charge transfer (5). Nickel phase shifts are calculated from the 
Wakoh potential (23), and oxygen phase shifts are calculated from 
overlapping atomic potentials (24). Corrections to the phase shifts for 
thermal effects are not taken into account, but this should be of no 
consequence in view of the relatively high Debye temperature (G^) of NiO 
(ca. 500 K) (25,26). The real part of the optical potential (V^^) is 
assumed to be constant over the entire energy range, and is initially set 
to -10 eV. During reliability-factor (r-factor) analysis, this parameter 
is treated as a variable and is rigidly shifted in 1-eV steps to obtain the 
best level of agreement. The final value of corresponding to the 
optimum geometry is found to be unchanged from the initial value. The 
imaginary part of the optical potential (V^,,-) is fixed at -5 eV. Further 
steps to improve the level of agreement through the values of the 
nonstructural parameters are not taken since such steps generally have 
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little influence on the final structural result (27). 
Experimental and theoretical 1(E) curves are compared quantitatively 
with the Pendry r factor (rp) (28). Since this r factor is highly 
sensitive to spectral noise (28)> both sets of curves are smoothed with two 
passes of a three-point smoothing algorithm (29) prior to r-factor 
analysis. 
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IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Figure 2 shows a schematic of the LEED pattern observed before and 
after oxidation at 225 K. Squares correspond to the LEED pattern of the 
clean substrate, and open and filled circles correspond to the 
superposition of two hexagonal arrays of spots associated with the oxide 
film. The latter LEED pattern was first observed by Holloway and Hudson 
(8), and was later assigned by Mitchell, Sewell, and Cohen (9) to two 
orientational domains of NiO(lll) rotated 30° apart. 
Figure 3 shows that all spots at a radius defined by the (1,0) beam of 
NiO(lll) yield equivalent 1(E) curves at normal incidence, which indicates 
that the intensities of each of the two hexagonal arrays of spots exhibit 
sixfold symmetry at normal incidence rather than the expected threefold 
symmetry of fcc(lll) stacking. [Our intensity calculations indicate that 
the twelve first-order spots would yield two distinctly different sets of 
curves if only threefold symmetry were present.] This result is consistent 
with the presence of four orientational domains of NiO(lll) with azimuthal 
rotations of 0, 30, 60, and 90° rather than two orientational domains of 
NiO(lll) with azimuthal rotations of 0 and 30°. Moreover, since four of 
the twelve first-order spots coincide with the original (l,0)-type spots of 
the clean substrate, the equivalency of all first-order curves further 
indicates that the oxide film is sufficiently thick to carry out the 
analysis in the bulk crystal limit, and that contributions to the curves 
from possibly bare substrate areas are negligible. In support of these 
conclusions, spots corresponding to the (1,1) beam set of Ni(100), which do 
not coincide with spots associated with the oxide film, are not observed 
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Figure 2. Schematic of the LEED pattern observed before and after 
oxidation of Ni(100) at 225 K 
Squares correspond to the LEED pattern of clean Ni(100), and 
open and filled circles correspond to the superposition of two 
hexagonal arrays of spots associated with NiO(lll). Beam 
indices are shown for one orientational domain of NiO ( l l l ) .  
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Figure 3. Experimental 1(E) curves for the accessible first-order spots of 
NiO(lll) 
Second, fifth, and eighth curves from the top are for spots 
coinciding with the original (l,0)-type spots of Ni(100). 
Displayed curves are from a single experiment. 
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after oxidation. 
As mentioned previously, it is not known whether the N I O ( l l l )  film 
terminates with a topmost layer of oxygen or nickel. Furthermore, it is 
also feasible for the topmost layer to undergo a phase transformation from 
the expected fee sites to hep sites. Therefore, we consider the following 
four terminations: oxygen in fee sites (FCC 0), nickel in fee sites (FCC-
Ni), oxygen in hep sites (HCP-0), and nickel in hep sites (HCP-Ni). From 
the intralayer lattice parameter of Ni(100) (2.491 A), one can deduce from 
the LEED pattern an intralayer lattice parameter of 2.876 A for the oxide 
film, which corresponds to a lateral compression of 2.6% relative to bulk 
NiO(lll). We have chosen to set the "bulk" interlayer spacing of the oxide 
film (d,^j,ç) to 1.174 A, which corresponds to a uniform compression in both 
lateral and vertical directions. The experimental data base to compare to 
theory consists of (1,0) and (1,1) 1(E) curves yielding a total-energy 
range of AE =159 eV. [Spots at a radius defined by the (2,0) beam of 
NiO(lll) are also observed, but only over an insufficient energy range]. 
In view of the limited data base, only the first interlayer spacing (d^g) 
is varied (0.924-1.224 A) in trying to distinguish between the four 
possible terminations. 
Figures 4 and 5 compare experimental 1(E) curves to optimum 
theoretical 1(E) curves obtained for each of the four terminations. Visual 
inspection readily confirms that only the FCC-0 model reproduces both (1,0) 
and (1,1) curves simultaneously. Minimum r factors obtained for each of 
the four models are as follows: rp =0.28 for FCC-0, 0.66 for FCC-Ni, 0.43 
for HCP-0, and 0.57 for HCP-Ni. Figure 6 shows a plot of rp as a function 
of d,2 fo)" the FCC-0 model. The r-factor minimum occurs at 1.00 A, which 
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Figure 4. Experiment-theory comparison for the (1,0) 1(E) curve 
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Figure 5. Experiment-theory comparison for the (1,1) 1(E) curve 
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Figure 6. Pendry r factor as a function of the first interlayer spacing 
for the FCC-0 model 
The average r-factor plot represents the energy-range weighted 
average of the single-beam r-factor plots. 
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corresponds to a 14.8% contraction in d^g relative to d^^,^ of the oxide 
film. Based on the spread of the minima of the single-beam r factors, 
which are also shown in Fig. 6, we estimate an uncertainty in d^g of ±0.03 
A or ±2.5% of An estimate of this quantity based on Pendry's (28) 
definition of the variance-Ar =r^j„(8Vj,j/AE)^'^- results in a significantly 
larger value (±0.06 A or ±5% of due primarily to the limited data 
base. It is important to note that the values quoted above for both d^g 
and its uncertainty do not take into account possible correlations between 
d^2 and deeper interlayer spacings. Nevertheless, it is still safe to say 
that di2 is significantly contracted. 
Having established that the termination is FCC-0, we now test the 
validity of assuming a uniformly compressed lattice for the "bulk" layers 
of the oxide film. First, we consider the possibility that a lateral 
compression might result in a vertical expansion to conserve the bulk NiO 
value for the bond length between nickel and its nearest oxygen neighbor in 
the adjacent layer. The minimum r factor obtained for this model after 
varying d,2 (rp =0.49), however, clearly does not favor a distortion away 
from the cubic symmetry of the rocksalt lattice in the "bulk" layers. 
Next, we consider the possibility that the "bulk" lattice parameters of the 
oxide film may actually be equal to those of bulk NiO(lll). A difference 
of only 2.6% in the intralayer lattice parameter may be difficult to detect 
by inspection of the LEED patterns. Although the minimum r factor obtained 
for this model after varying d,2 (rp =0.31) is only slightly higher than 
that achieved for a uniform compression in the "bulk" layers, the final 
value of Vgp (0 eV) is not consistent with the values of -10 to -15 eV 
reported in previous dynamical LEED studies of simple metal oxide surfaces 
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(5,30-33)• On the other hand, the final value of for a uniform 
compression in the "bulk" layers (-10 eV) is consistent with the range of 
values mentioned above; therefore, we believe that the oxide film adopts a 
uniformly-compressed lattice in the "bulk" layers. Figure 7 gives a 
possible explanation for the observed lateral compression. An intralayer 
lattice parameter of 2.876 A implies that the perpendicular distance 
between the atomic rows of the oxide film exactly matches the distance 
between the atomic rows of the substrate. Thus, by compressing laterally, 
the oxide film can match the row spacings of the substrate in one dimension 
to reduce interfacial strain. 
Finally, we assess the generality of our results. A dynamical LEED 
analysis of an unreconstructed thin film of CoO(lll) on Co(OOOl) also 
favors termination with a topmost layer of oxygen in fee sites and a 15±5% 
contraction in d,2 relative to d^ji^ of the oxide film (5), and a recent 
theoretical calculation based on the Harris-Foulkes total energy functional 
in the local density approximation indicates that the oxygen-terminated 
surface of bulk-truncated MgO(lll) has a lower surface energy than the 
metal-terminated surface (13). These results, in conjunction with our own, 
suggest that termination with a topmost layer of oxygen in fee sites and a 
large contraction in d^g relative to of the oxide film may be of 
general significance for unreconstructed rocksalt(lll) surfaces of thin 
metal oxide films. [In the ease of the CoO(lll) film, the large 
contraction in d^g has been explained qualitatively by the net 
electrostatic force acting on a surface ion due to the other ions in the 
crystal (M)-] In closing, we note that the "bulk" component of the 
CoO(lll) film adopts a uniformly-expanded lattice relative to bulk 
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2.491 A 
2.876 Â 
Figure 7. One-dimensional row matching at the Ni(100) and NiO(lll) 
interface 
a) Hard sphere representation of the Ni(100) surface. 
b) Hard sphere representation of the interfacial layer of two of 
the four orientational domains of NiO(lll). [The relative 
registries of the subsequent layers determine which of the 
two orientational domains is represented.] 
Rotating b) by 90° results in the hard sphere representation of 
the interfacial layer of the two remaining orientational domains 
of NiO(lll). 
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CoO(lll) (5). Comparison of this result to the uniform compression found 
here for the "bulk" component of the NiO(lll) film suggests that except for 
surface relaxation, a distortion away from the cubic symmetry of the 
rocksalt lattice may not be energetically favorable. 
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V. CONCLUSIONS 
Dynamical LEED results indicate that a thin NiO( l l l )  film grown by 
oxidation of Ni(100) at 225 K is terminated with a topmost layer of oxygen 
in fee sites, and exhibits a 14.8% contraction in the first interlayer 
spacing relative to the "bulk" interlayer spacing of the oxide film. The 
"bulk" lattice parameters of the oxide film are found to be uniformly 
compressed by 2.6% relative to bulk NiO(lll). The observed lateral 
compression is consistent with a reduction in interfacial strain via one-
dimensional row matching between the overlayer and substrate. The oxide 
film is sufficiently thick that the substrate does not participate in the 
diffraction process, and bare Ni(100) areas are not detected. Four 
orientational domains of NiO(lll), with lateral dimensions sufficient to 
produce relatively sharp LEED spots, are present. However, it is highly 
likely that the ordered domains coexist with significant regions of 
considerable disorder. Comparison to a previous dynamical LEED study of a 
thin CoO(lll) film on Co(OOOl) (5), and to a theoretical calculation of the 
relative stabilities of the anionic and cationic surfaces of MgO(lll) (13), 
suggests that termination with a topmost layer of oxygen in fee sites and a 
large contraction in the first interlayer spacing relative to the "bulk" 
interlayer spacing of the oxide film may be of general significance for 
unreconstructed roeksaU(lll) surfaces of metal oxide films. 
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GENERAL CONCLUSIONS 
The main conclusions that can be drawn from the work presented in this 
dissertation are given below: 
a) Within an uncertainty of 0.13 A, the topmost layer of the clean 
surface of Pd(llO) is in registry with the bulk layers. The first 
interlayer spacing is contracted by 4.4% relative to the bulk interlayer 
spacing, and the second interlayer spacing is expanded by 1.5%. These 
results demonstrate that if an order-disorder transition does occur on 
Pd(llO) near 250 K, then it is of a much more subtle nature than has been 
proposed by other authors on the basis of their He-atom diffraction 
results. 
b) Pt films deposited onto Pd(llO) at 105 K retain the (1x1) 
periodicity of the underlying substrate when left unannealed. Auger 
measurements indicate that film growth at this temperature occurs in a 
reasonably layer-by-layer manner for at least the first two monolayers. 
However, from the quality of the LEED patterns, it is apparent that the 
films are not as well ordered as annealed surfaces. From a structural 
viewpoint, both one and two-monolayer films exhibit multilayer relaxation 
characteristic of clean (1x1) surfaces of bulk fcc(llO) crystals. The 
magnitude of relaxation is, however, highly dependent on coverage. In the 
case of the one-monolayer film, the first interlayer spacing is contracted 
by 11.0% relative to the bulk-truncated geometry of the substrate, and the 
second interlayer spacing is expanded by 6.6%. In the case of the two-
monolayer film, the first interlayer spacing is contracted by 6.6%, and the 
second interlayer spacing is expanded by 4.4%. These results indicate that 
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the substrate exerts considerable electronic influence on the overlayer. 
The presence of strong interfacial bonding in the case of the one-monolayer 
film is consistent with the fact that this film does not reconstruct upon 
annealing. 
c) The (1x2) structure of Pt on Pd(llO) essentially mimics that of the 
clean surface of bulk Pt(llO). The topmost layer is of the missing-row 
type, the second layer is slightly row paired (0.06 A), and the third layer 
is significantly rumpled (0.23 A). Pairing occurs toward the missing row, 
and the upper atom of the rumpled layer is directly beneath the missing 
row. The directions of these displacive movements are consistent with a 
reduction in the large corrugation of the (1x2) missing-row structure. As 
for the interlayer spacings, the first interlayer spacing is contracted by 
9.5% relative to the bulk-truncated geometry of the substrate, the second 
interlayer spacing is contracted by 8.0%, the third interlayer spacing is 
contracted by 7.3%, and the fourth interlayer spacing is expanded by 2.2%. 
The contraction of the first interlayer spacing is only about half as much 
as that of the clean surface of bulk Pt(llO), which may be due to a 
combination of lattice strain and overlayer-substrate electronic effects. 
The ideal coverage of the (1x2) phase is 2.5 monolayers, which is 0.5 
monolayers higher than the actual coverage. Therefore, it is unlikely that 
the (1x2) phase forms a continuous overlayer. The elongation of the half-
order LEED spots along the [001] direction is consistent with the presence 
of (1x2) patches, probably in the form of ribbons. 
d) NiO(lll) on Ni(100) is sufficiently thick that the substrate does 
not participate in the diffraction process, and bare Ni(100) areas are not 
detected. Four rather than two orientational domains of NiO(lll) are 
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present. Although the size of the domains is large enough to produce 
relatively sharp LEED spots, a considerable amount of disorder is evident. 
The oxide film is terminated with a topmost layer of oxygen in fee sites, 
and exhibits a 14.8% contraction in the first interlayer spacing. Based on 
comparisons to relevant studies, we believe that these results may be of 
general significance for unreconstructed thin films of metal oxides 
crystallizing in the rocksalt(lll) structure. The "bulk" lattice 
parameters of the oxide film are uniformly compressed by 2.6% relative to 
bulk NiO(lll), which suggests that except for surface relaxation, a 
distortion away from the cubic symmetry of the rocksalt lattice may not be 
energetically favorable. The observed lateral compression is consistent 
with a reduction in interfacial strain via one-dimensional row matching 
between the overlayer and substrate. 
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APPENDIX: 
VIDEO LEED PROGRAM 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Video LEED is a technique in which video technology is used to measure 
the intensity (or the intensity distribution) of a LEED spot displayed on a 
phosphor screen. The advantage of this technique over more traditional 
methods, such as the Faraday cup method or the spot photometer method, is 
the rate at which data can be collected. Whereas the more traditional 
methods require time-consuming mechanical motion, video LEED is based 
entirely on digitized video signal, and is thus very fast. For example, 
while the time required to measure a single 1(E) curve can exceed 1 hr when 
using either the Faraday cup method or the spot photometer method, a 
typical video LEED system can collect a complete set of curves in about 10 
min. 
The purpose of this appendix is to document the computer program 
written for our video LEED system for the benefit of future users. 
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II. HARDWARE CONSIDERATIONS 
A. System Overview 
The video LEED system consists of the following hardware components: 
8/16 MHz Arche Pro-File 286 computer (IBM-AT clone), Matrox MVP-AT video 
processor board, beam energy controller (comprised of a Data Translation 
DT2801-A analog and digital I/O board and a Burr-Brown 3656 isolation 
amplifier), Dage-MTI SIT-66 video camera, and a suitable B/W television 
monitor. Connections between the hardware components are shown in Fig. 1. 
B. Computer Requirements 
The computer must meet the following specifications in order for the 
software to run properly: 1) Sufficient RAM must be available at run time. 
Although 640 kbytes of low memory has proven to be more than enough, the 
amount of RAM actually needed at run time is difficult to estimate due to 
the fact that the software makes extensive use of dynamical memory 
allocation. 2) A storage device with drive specification E: must be 
available for writing output files. The computer in current use assigns 
drive specification E: to a 3 Mbyte RAM drive in order to maximize the rate 
of data transfer. 3) The video card and the computer monitor must be 
compatible with EGA color graphics. 4) An 80287 math coprocessor must be 
available for floating point operations. The computer in current use is 
peculiar in the sense that the math coprocessor will not operate properly 
unless the CPU speed is set to 16 MHz. 5) The I/O bus speed must be no 
faster than 8 MHz. 
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Figure 1. Connections between the hardware components of the video LEED 
system 
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C. Video Processor 
Memory segment and I/O base addresses must be selected for interfacing 
the video processor to the computer. Values found to be compatible with 
the computer in current use are DOOO^^ and 340-35F,^, respectively. 
Input decoders digitize the analog output of the video camera at a 
full-frame rate of 30 Hz, with a spatial resolution of 512x480 pixels. The 
intensity resolution is 8 bits, which corresponds to a gray scale of 0-255. 
Programmable offset and gain logic determines the reference voltages used 
in the decoding procedure. Intensities below the black level are set to 0; 
intensities above the white level are set to 255. 
After the input decoders have performed their task, the decoded 
intensities are mapped onto the input lookup table (ILUT). The ILUT is an 
8-kbyte memory device divided into 32 palettes, each consisting of 256 
bytes. While palettes 16-31 are reserved for internal use by the video 
processor, palettes 0-15 are available for the user to define by storing a 
value from 0-255 at each byte location. 
The result of the ILUT mapping procedure is determined by the decoded 
intensities and the values residing in the active palette of the ILUT. For 
example, if the decoded intensity of a particular pixel is 50 and the 
active palette is palette 0, then the value residing at the 50th byte 
location in palette 0 is stored at the location in video memory 
corresponding to the spatial coordinates of the pixel. The software uses 
palette 0 as the active palette, and a 1:1 correspondence between the 
decoded intensities and the stored intensities is employed. It is 
important to note that the ILUT must be scaled in reverse order relative to 
the decoded intensities, i.e., the value at the first byte location in 
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palette 0 is 255 rather than 0. 
The video memory consists of four frame buffers (FB0-FB3) totalling 1 
Mbyte of RAM. Each frame buffer can be thought of as an 8-bit-deep array 
of 512x512 pixels. Since the spatial resolution of the decoded image is 
512x480 pixels, the last 32 lines correspond to garbage. In practice, the 
480th line is also found to be garbage, so only the first 479 lines are 
accessed by the software. 
The software combines FB2 and FB3 into one 16-bit-deep frame buffer 
referred to as FB5. FB5 is used to store the sum of several images taken 
in succession, which serves as a filter to increase the signal-to-noise 
ratio. The portion of FB5 that corresponds to FB2 is used to store the 
low-byte component of the accumulated image, and the portion of FB5 that 
corresponds to FB3 is used to store the high-byte component of the 
accumulated image. FBO is used to store the contents of FB5 after 
normalizing with respect to the number of frames included in the summation, 
and FBI is used to store overlays. The primary purpose of overlays is to 
allow the software to generate windows for defining areas over which 
intensities can be extracted. 
An image stored in video memory can be viewed on the B/W monitor after 
the contents of the frame buffer selected for display (always an 8-bit-deep 
frame buffer) are mapped onto the output lookup table (GLUT). The GLUT is 
an 8-kbyte memory device divided into 32 palettes, each consisting of 256 
bytes. Unlike the ILUT, all 32 palettes of the GLUT are available for the 
user to define. 
The following is a description of the GLUT mapping procedure used by 
the software: 1) If only the contents of FBO, FB2, or FB3 are displayed, 
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then the mapping procedure is done in exactly the same manner as described 
for the ILUT. The software uses palette 0 as the active palette, and a 1:1 
correspondence between the stored intensities and the displayed intensities 
is employed. To avoid confusion, it is noted that the GLUT must be scaled 
in the same order as the intensities stored in video memory. 2) If the 
contents of FBO are also displayed for the purpose of overlays, then the 
value of the low nibble of each pixel in FBO corresponds to a palette 
index. For example, if the value of the low nibble of a particular pixel 
is 0, then the corresponding palette is palette 0, and the intensity of 
the corresponding pixel in FBO, FB2, or FB3 is displayed. However, if the 
value of the low nibble is nonzero, then the value represents a palette 
index ranging from 1-15, and the intensity stored throughout the 
appropriate palette is displayed. The software floods palette 1 with O's, 
and floods palette 15 with 255's. Intermediate palettes are flooded with 
intermediate values. 
D. Beam Energy Controller 
The beam energy can be controlled with the computer by programming the 
D/A 0 output (0-5 V, 12 bits) of the analog and digital I/O board, which is 
connected to the LEED electronics through an isolation amplifier configured 
for three-port isolation, noninversion, and unity gain. A programmed 
voltage of 0 V corresponds to a beam energy of ca. 0 eV, and a programmed 
voltage of 1 V corresponds to a beam energy of ca. 300 eV. It is important 
to note that although the isolation amplifier can withstand up to 8 V 
applied to its input, the LEED electronics can take no more than 5 V 
without damage. 
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The isolation amplifier serves the purpose of isolating the LEED 
electronics from the video LEED system. The necessity of this arises from 
the fact that the voltage sent to the LEED electronics must be referenced 
to the power common of the LEED control module rather than earth ground. A 
schematic of the circuitry involved in making the connections between the 
isolation amplifier, the analog and digital I/O board, and the LEED 
electronics is shown in Fig. 2. 
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III. SOFTWARE CONSIDERATIONS 
ACQUIRE.EXE is a menu-driven program written in the C programming 
language. Its sole purpose is to collect LEED data. Other programs are 
required for data manipulation and conversion of binary files to text 
files, but due to their small size, they are not documented in this 
appendix. 
ACQUIRE.EXE must be able to access the contents of the following 
files: DEFAULT.LDP, HALOAWON.DEV, and ANSI.SYS. DEFAULT.LDP contains 
default window parameters and HALOAWON.DEV is a device driver supplied with 
the Halo graphics package, which is used to display EGA color graphics. 
Both files must reside in the same directory as ACQUIRE.EXE, so that 
ACQUIRE.EXE can find them upon program initiation. ANSI.SYS is used 
primarily to interpret extended key codes, such as for F and cursor keys, 
and is loaded into memory upon booting up the computer when the following 
line appears in CONFIG.SYS: device =pathname\ANSI.SYS, where pathname 
describes where ANSI.SYS is stored. 
ACQUIRE.EXE is comprised of eleven object modules: ACQUIRE.OBJ, 
SETUP.OBJ, WINDOWS.OBJ, DATA.OBJ, ENERGY.OBJ, TIMERAMP.OBJ, ALIGN.OBJ, 
DTOA.OBJ, FWHM.OBJ, COMMON.OBJ, and HALODVXX.OBJ. The first ten modules 
are generated by compiling corresponding source code files with the .C file 
extension, e.g., ACQUIRE.C. The last module is supplied with the Halo 
graphics package; therefore, no source code file is available. 
Compiling and linking is accomplished with the Microsoft C 5.0 
Optimizing Compiler package. Libraries needed in addition to those 
supplied with the compiler package are MVPLM.LIB and HALOUL.LIB. MVPLM.LIB 
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contains object code for Matrox functions and HALOUL.LIB contains object 
code for Halo functions. To facilitate linking, both libraries should 
reside in the same directory as the libraries provided with the compiler 
package. Header files needed in addition to those supplied with the 
compiler package are LEED.H, MVPPROTO.H, and IM2T03.H. [Include statements 
in the source code files are written such that these files must reside in 
the same directory as the source code files.] LEED.H provides definitions 
for constants and data types appearing in the source code files; MVPPROTO.H 
provides prototypes, base addresses, and error codes for Matrox functions; 
and IM2T03.H adds the required im_ prefix to Matrox functions, which does 
not appear explicitly in the source code files. [IM2T03.H is included in 
MVPPROTO.H, so its inclusion in the source code files is not readily 
apparent.] If one wishes to write additional source code files for 
ACQUIRE.EXE, then one needs to remember that LEED.H must be included before 
MVPPROTO.H. This is due to the fact that LEED.H contains definitions of 
data types appearing in MVPPROTO.H. 
An environment suitable for the compiler package must be set up prior 
to compiling and linking. The easiest way to accomplish this is to execute 
MSEA.BAT. To restore the default environment, execute AUTOEXEC.BAT. 
Compiling is initiated by entering the following command line: 
cl /c /G2 /FPi87 /AL /W3 FILENAME.C, where FILENAME is to be understood as 
a generic file name. [The C programming language is case sensitive, so the 
command line must be entered as shown.] Switches appearing in the command 
line are defined as follows: compile without linking, use 80286 CPU 
instructions, use 80287 in-line math coprocessor instructions for floating 
point operations, select the large memory model, and compile with the 
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highest warning level with regard to syntax errors. The large memory model 
allows for multiple 64-kbyte code and data segments, and is the only memory 
model compatible with MVPLM.LIB and HALOUL.LIB. 
Linking is accomplished by executing ACQLINK.BAT. [ACQLINK.BAT is 
specific to ACQUIRE.EXE, and must reside in the same directory as the 
object modules.] The following switch appears in the command line stored 
in ACQLINK.BAT: /ST:10000. This switch sets the stack size to 10,000 
bytes, which has proven to be sufficient thus far. During the linking 
procedure, you will be prompted to provide additional libraries. At this 
point, enter the following: MVPLM+HALOUL. If modifications are made to 
ACQUIRE.EXE, then ACQLINK.BAT may also need to be modified to reflect the 
new program structure. 
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IV. USING ACQUIRE.EXE 
A. Program Introduction 
Five major menus are incorporated into ACQUIRE.EXE: ACQUIRE. SETUP. 
WINDOWS. DATA, and IMAGE. Connections between these menus are shown in 
Fig. 3. To select an option from a menu, move the highlight bar to the 
desired option with [t] or [i], then press [Enter]. To return to the 
previous menu, press [Esc]. (Pressing [Esc] is the standard procedure used 
in ACQUIRE.EXE for exiting features with menu characteristics.) As is 
evident in Fig. 3, IMAGE differs from the other menus in the respect that 
it does not appear as a selectable option. IMAGE is selected instead by 
pressing [F2] when in ACQUIRE. SETUP. WINDOWS, or DATA. 
ACQUIRE.EXE offers two other major features in addition to the five 
major menus: a window editor, and a table of current values for parameters 
other than window parameters. The table of current values can be displayed 
by pressing [Fl] when in ACQUIRE, SETUP. WINDOWS, or DATA. To exit from 
this table, press any key. [Pressing any key is the standard procedure 
used in ACQUIRE.EXE for terminating optionless displays.] The window 
editor is discussed later. 
Many selectable options will result in a prompt for input followed by 
the current value of the parameter of interest. If the current value is 
satisfactory, either press [Esc] or ensure that the cursor position resides 
completely to the left and press [Enter]. Following either of these two 
procedures will result in no change in the value of the parameter. In some 
cases, a line representing the maximum storage space allocated for the 
input character string will appear below the cursor. To avoid overflowing 
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the allocated storage space, do not input beyond this line. 
To execute a DOS command while in ACQUIRE.EXE, select DOS Shell in 
ACQUIRE. To return to ACQUIRE.EXE, enter the following character string: 
exit. 
If a timer is needed, select Stop Watch in ACQUIRE. The computer will 
respond with a continuous series of beeps once the entered amount of time 
has elapsed. To terminate the beeps, press any key. 
B. Initial Setup 
Date and time of program initiation are stored automatically. Names 
of the operators, comments, output file name (DOS restrictions apply), and 
camera parameters can be stored by selecting the appropriate option in 
SETUP. The output file name is initially set to UNTITLED, and is again set 
to UNTITLED after each experiment so that an accidental overwrite of the 
previous experiment does not occur. File extensions are appended 
automatically, so do not add one when entering the output file name. 
ACQUIRE.EXE assumes that the video camera is connected to input 
channel 0 of the video processor. If the video camera is connected to a 
different input channel, select Input Channel in SETUP to change the 
channel. 
Frame grabbing and live video features reside in IMAGE. To capture an 
image, select Image Average. To capture images repetitively, select 
Continuous Image Average. The default value for the number of frames 
accumulated in an image is 16. To change this value, select Number of 
Frames. To view the live video input, select Live Camera. 
Three formats are available for the video output to the B/W monitor: 
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normalized, accumulated low byte, and accumulated high byte. Normalized 
format displays the normalized image, accumulated low-byte format displays 
the low-byte component of the accumulated image, and accumulated high-byte 
format displays the high-byte component of the accumulated image. The 
default setting is normalized format. To change the format, select Display 
Format in SETUP. It is important to note that ACQUIRE.EXE is written such 
that the video synchronization signal must be supplied by the camera; thus, 
the video camera must remain on when viewing digitized images. 
The offset setting of the video processor ranges from 0-255, where 0 
corresponds to a black level voltage (BLV) of 0.2 V and 255 corresponds to 
a BLV of -0.2 V. The gain setting of the video processor ranges from 0-
255, where 0 corresponds to a white level voltage (WLV) of (BLV+0.63) V and 
255 corresponds to a WLV of (BLV+1.03) V. Default values for the offset 
and gain settings are 51 and 204, respectively. To change these values, 
select MVP Offset/Gain in SETUP. Since WLV depends on BLV, one should 
change the offset setting before changing the gain setting. 
The MVP Offset/Gain option also allows the user to display the 
following: a histogram (a plot of the number of pixels versus intensity) of 
the normalized image, and a table of the number of pixels in the normalized 
image with intensities of 0-19 and 236-255. These two features allow the 
user to quantitate the change in the intensity distribution when adjusting 
the offset and gain settings. Ideally, all intensities in the normalized 
image should be greater than 0 and less than 255. Otherwise, the image is 
either undersaturated or oversaturated. 
Features for controlling the beam energy with the computer reside in 
IMAGE. To calibrate the D/A 0 output of the analog and digital I/O board. 
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select DAC Calibration and enter a DAC value in the range of 0-1000. After 
entering the DAC value, observe the beam energy reading on the panel meter 
of the LEED electronics. Repeat this procedure until the relationship 
between DAC value and beam energy is established. Typically, DAC values of 
200, 400, 600, 800, and 1000 are sufficient to determine an accurate slope 
and intercept for the y =mx+b equation of DAC value versus beam energy. 
[The coefficients m and b can be determined by performing linear regression 
on a suitable calculator.] To enter the slope and intercept (default 
values are m =3.0990 and b =-1.7969), select Energy Coefficients. To set 
the beam energy to the desired value, select Beam Energy. 
C. Options in WINDOWS 
Windows are drawn as rectangular (or square) boxes. To adjust the hue 
of the borders of the box, select Window Shade. A window shade of 1 
corresponds to black and a window shade of 15 corresponds to white. The 
default window shade is white. 
Up to twenty windows can be defined at one time. This number, 
however, can be reduced by selecting Number of Windows. Setting the number 
of windows to the actual number needed (default value is 10) reduces the 
amount of time spent in loops involving window parameters. 
Each window can have up to six window types at one time: / Profile, Y 
Profile, Mean Horizontal Profile, Mean Vertical Profile, Integrated 
Intensity, and Block Transfer. X Profile corresponds to a single-line 
profile taken in the x (horizontal) direction, and Y Profile corresponds to 
a single-line profile taken in the y (vertical) direction. Mean Horizontal 
Profile corresponds to a profile representing the sum of all x profiles 
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bounded by the window, and Mean Vertical Profile corresponds to a profile 
representing the sum of all y profiles bounded by the window. The actual 
summing procedure is, however, somewhat different than implied above. Mean 
horizontal profiles are obtained by summing each column of pixels bounded 
by the window and mean vertical profiles are obtained by summing each row 
of pixels bounded by the window. Integrated Intensity corresponds to the 
net integrated intensity of the window after subtracting the background 
intensity. The background intensity is defined as the average intensity on 
the border of the window multiplied by the total number of pixels in the 
window. Block Transfer corresponds to a point-by-point extraction of all 
pixels within the window. This provides the capability for generating 3-D 
profiles. If at least one of the six window types has been selected for a 
window, then the window is considered to be active. Conversely, if no 
window types have been selected for a window, then the window is considered 
to be inactive. For further clarification of window types, see Fig. 4. 
Selecting Edit Windows brings up the window editor. Connections 
between the main components of the window editor are shown in Fig. 5. 
The upper portion of Fig. 5 shows a table containing window numbers 
from 0 to (number of windows-1). This table signals the user to enter a 
window number for editing. If the normalized intensity of the center pixel 
of the window is displayed along side the window number, then the window is 
active. This allows the user to quickly differentiate between active and 
inactive windows. 
The middle portion of Fig. 5 shows the core level of the window 
editor. Within this level, one can establish the following: name of the 
window, position of the window, dimensions of the window, sampling area 
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used for auto centering, whether to auto center during an experiment, 
energy at which the window is activated when ramping the beam energy, and 
window types. Descriptions of these parameters, and procedures required to 
edit these parameters, are given below. 
The name of the window allows the user to correlate windows with beam 
indices. For example, a window intended for the (0,1) spot can be named 
(0,1). To enter the name of the window, press [F3]. 
The position of the window is defined as the (x,y) coordinates of the 
center of the window. The coordinates of the upper lefthand corner of the 
image is (0,0), and the coordinates of the lower righthand corner of the 
image is (511,478). To change the position, use the cursor keys or the 
equivalent keys in the numeric keypad when [Num Lock] is off. Use of the 
numeric keypad also allows the user to move the window in diagonal 
directions. If the top of the image is taken to be north, then [Home] 
moves the window NNW, [Pg Up] moves the window NNE, [Pg Dn] moves the 
window SSE, and [End] moves the window SSW. To toggle the step size 
between one and ten-pixel increments, press [Fl]. The display of the 
normalized intensity of the center pixel of the window is continuously 
updated during the positioning procedure. 
The dimensions of the window determine factors such as the length of 
profiles and the area used in obtaining integrated intensities. Only one 
restriction is placed on the dimensions-the window cannot wrap around the 
boundaries of the frame buffer. [This restriction also applies when 
changing the position of the window.] To change the dimensions of the 
window, press [F2]. After pressing [F2], the cursor keys are interpreted 
in terms of size changes rather than position changes. To toggle the step 
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size between two and twenty-pixel increments, press [Fl]. Once the 
dimensions of the window have been set, press [Enter] or [Esc] to register 
the changes. 
After setting the dimensions of the window, one may wish to observe x 
and y profiles to determine whether the intensity distribution of a spot 
has reached the background level at the borders of the window. To view 
profiles, press [F7]. The profiles are extracted from the normalized frame 
buffer, and are drawn twice; on a scale of 0-255, and on a scale of 0-1 
after normalizing the profile with respect to the peak intensity of the 
profile. 
Auto centering refers to centering the window automatically on the 
most intense pixel in the sampling area. The sampling area is an invisible 
square box centered at the original coordinates of the window. To set the 
size of the sampling area, press [F5]. To center the window automatically, 
press [F8]. Auto centering can also be performed while collecting data 
when the auto centering toggle is in the on state. To toggle auto 
centering between on and off, press [F6]. It is important to note that 
auto centering is performed only when the signal can be differentiated from 
the noise. To determine whether the brightest pixel actually corresponds 
to a spot, the FWHM of the profile is calculated after subtracting a linear 
background. If the profile crosses the half-height level more than twice, 
then the brightest pixel is considered to be noise and no change in the 
position of the window is made. This algorithm has proven to be essential 
in collecting 1(E) curves since spots often exhibit near zero intensity 
over a continuous energy range of a few eV. By holding the window at the 
last valid position until the spot again achieves sufficient intensity, the 
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window is prevented from wandering aimlessly over pixels corresponding to 
noise. 
The beam energy is always ramped positively; therefore, spots 
corresponding to different orders of diffraction appear on the phosphor 
screen at different energies. So that a window can be ignored until the 
spot actually appears on the screen, an energy at which the window is 
activated is required. To set this energy, press [F9]. 
The lower portion of Fig. 5 shows a table containing window types. 
This table can be selected by pressing [F4]. To toggle window types 
between on and off, press the F keys listed in the table. After selecting 
the desired window types, press [Enter] or [Esc] to register the changes. 
IMAGE often needs to be accessed while in the window editor. To 
access IMAGE, press [FIO]. 
The remaining options in WINDOWS allow the user to view, save, and 
reinitialize window parameters. To view a table of current values for 
parameters associated with windows 0 to (number of windows-1), along with a 
display of the active windows, select View Windows. To save window 
parameters to the current working directory, select Save Parameters. The 
name of the resulting file is FILENAME.LDP. To reinitialize the window 
parameters to the contents of a previously saved FILENAME.LDP file, select 
Reinitialize. When prompted for the name of the file, omit the .LDP file 
extension. 
D. Collecting Data 
Intensities can be collected as a function of time (s), energy (eV), 
or user input (a.u.). To collect intensities as a function of one of these 
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three independent variables (or x parameters), select the appropriate 
option in DATA. [Temperature also appears as an option in DATA, but the 
corresponding routine is still in the development stage.] 
Experiments with time as the independent variable are done in a 
loopwise manner, i.e., they continue until they are terminated by the user. 
The time stored in the output files is always referenced to the reference 
time, which is the time of program initiation by default. To change the 
reference time, select Reset Timer in DATA. 
Experiments with energy as the independent variable are also done in a 
loopwise manner, i.e., they continue until the end of the ramp is reached, 
or until the user intervenes by terminating the ramp manually. It is 
important to note that the user views the live video input rather than the 
digitized image during an energy experiment. This is necessitated by the 
fact that the constant updating of window positions due to the changing 
spot positions results in sluggish behavior if the digitized image is 
viewed. 
If 1(E) curves are to be collected, then the crystal must be aligned. 
For establishing normal incidence, select Align Crystal in IMAGE to see 
1(E) curves plotted in real time. [The curves are not saved during the 
plotting procedure.] Seeing the curves in real time allows the user to 
quickly rotate the crystal until symmetry-equivalent curves become as 
identical as practically possible. Although twenty curves can be plotted 
at one time (one for each of the twenty possible windows), only four pen 
colors are available. Curves corresponding to windows 0, 1, 2, and 3 are 
plotted in black, blue, green, and red, respectively. If more than four 
windows are used, then the cycle simply repeats itself. As is the case 
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with energy experiments, the user views the live video input rather than 
the digitized image when aligning the crystal. 
Experiments with user input as the independent variable are 
noncontinuous, i.e., the user is free to explore the remainder of 
ACQUIRE.EXE. However, user input experiments can still be performed in a 
loopwise manner if desired. Features unique to the user input "loop" are 
the following: 1) The output files can be overwritten in midstream. The 
Back One option overwrites the data collected from the previous image, and 
the Rewind option overwrites the entire experiment. 2) Windows can be 
edited with the window editor directly after the current image has been 
digitized. 3) You can opt to not save data from the current image. 
During the course of an experiment, two output files are generated: 
FILENAME.LDR and FILENAME.LDD. These files are written to the RAM drive, 
and remain open until closed with New Experiment or Quit in ACQUIRE. [New 
Experiment allows the user to stay in ACQUIRE.EXE; Quit terminates the 
program.] After selecting one of these two options, the contents of 
FILENAME.LDR and FILENAME.LDD are saved to the current working directory. 
If an error occurs during the saving procedure, choose Abort from DOS and 
do not delete the files from the RAM drive when prompted. If not deleted, 
the files can be recovered with the following procedure: select DOS Shell 
in ACQUIRE, then copy the files from the RAM drive to a floppy disk. 
Remember that the RAM drive is only a temporary storage device, so one 
should close and save the files immediately. It is important to note that 
FILENAME.LDR and FILENAME.LDD are limited to 1,200,000 bytes in order to 
ensure that they do not exceed the floppy disk limit. Once either file 
reaches the maximum size, you will be prompted to terminate the experiment 
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and save. 
Upon selecting either the New Experiment option or the Quit option, 
you will be prompted as to whether to save a summary file to the current 
working directory. The resulting FILENAME.LDS file serves the purpose of 
saving values of parameters not included in FILENAME.LDR or FILENAME.LDD. 
The information stored in FILENAME.LDS reflects the values of the 
parameters just prior to saving; therefore, if an accurate reflection of 
the experiment is desired, do not change the values of the parameters 
before FILENAME.LDS has been saved. 
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V. OUTPUT FILE FORMATS 
A. Output File Overview 
FILENAME.LDP stores window parameters, FILENAME.LDR stores records for 
the intensities, FILENAME.LDD stores the intensities, and FILENAME.LDS 
stores additional information about the experiment. The first three files 
are written in binary mode and the last file is written in text mode. 
B. Format of FILENAME.LDP 
FILENAME.LDP stores twenty records containing window parameters for 
the twenty possible windows. The records are written in order according to 
the window number, e.g., the record for window 0 is written first and the 
record for window 19 is written last. 
Each record is represented by the following structure type defined in 
LEED.H: 
/•definition of structure type WINDOW */ 
typedef struct{ 
char name[21]; /*name of the window*/ 
char /profile; /*toggle for X Profile*/ 
char yprofile; /*toggle for Y Profile*/ 
char rowsums; /*toggle for Mean Vertical Profile*/ 
char col sums; /*toggle for Mean Horizontal Profile*/ 
char integrate; /*toggle for Integrated Intensity*/ 
char block; /*toggle for Block Transfer*/ 
char autocenter; /*toggle for auto centering*/ 
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int x; /*x coordinate of the center of the window*/ 
int y; /*y coordinate of the center of the window*/ 
int halfwidth; /*determines the width of the window*/ 
int halfheight; /*determines the height of the window*/ 
int samplesize; /«determines the sampling area used in auto centering*/ 
int ev; /*energy at which the window is activated when the beam energy is 
ramped*/ 
)WINDOW; 
/*end of definition */ 
Further explanations for some of the parameters are as follows: 1) Each of 
the seven toggles can take on values of 0 or 1, where 0 represents the 
inactive state and 1 represents the active state. 2) (2*halfwidth+l) 
defines the width of the window and (2*halfheight+l) defines the height of 
the window. 3) (2*samplesize+l) defines both the width and the height of 
the sampling area used in auto centering. 
The easiest way to access the information stored in FILENAME.LDP is to 
bring FILENAME.LDP into ACQUIRE.EXE by following the procedure described 
previously. An alternative method is to read FILENAME.LDP with RPRAMS.EXE. 
[RPRAMS.EXE is a small program used to display FILENAME.LDP as text.] This 
method has the advantage of allowing the user to dump the contents of 
FILENAME.LDP to a line printer by pressing [Print Scrn]. 
If modifications are made to ACQUIRE.EXE concerning the structure of 
the window parameters, then a new DEFAULT.LDP file reflecting the changes 
must be generated. To accomplish this, edit WPRAMS.C to produce a new 
WPRAMS.EXE program. [WPRAMS.EXE is a small program used to generate 
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DEFAULT.LDP.] Of course, RPRAMS.C will also need to be edited to produce 
new RPRAMS.EXE program. 
C. Formats of FILENAME.LDR and FILENAME.LDD 
Each record stored in FILENAME.LDR is represented by the following 
structure type defined in LEED.H: 
/•definition of structure type RECORD * 
typedef struct{ 
char number; /*window number*/ 
char type; /*window type*/ 
int frames; /*number of frames accumulated in an image*/ 
float xpvalue; /*value of the independent variable*/ 
float xpZvalue; /*value of the secondary independent variable*/ 
int x; /*x coordinate of the center of the window*/ 
int y; /*y coordinate of the center of the window*/ 
int width; /*width of the window*/ 
int height; /*height of the window*/ 
long Iddoffset; /*file pointer in FILENAME.LDD*/ 
}RECORD; 
/*end of definition * 
Further explanations for some of the parameters are as follows: 1) Window 
types are represented by the ASCII code equivalents of the following 
characters: 'X' for X Profile, 'Y' for Y Profile, 'R' for Mean Vertical 
Profile (row sums), 'C for Mean Horizontal Profile (column sums), 'I' for 
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Integrated Intensity, and 'B' for Block Transfer. 2) The number of frames 
accumulated in an image is stored since the intensities stored in 
FILENAME.LDD are not normalized with respect to this number. [Intensities 
are always extracted from the accumulated frame buffer.] This must be kept 
in mind when writing data manipulation programs. 3) The previous 
discussion implies that only one independent variable per experiment is 
stored, but in actuality, two independent variables per experiment are 
stored to allow the user some flexibility in modifying ACQUIRE.EXE. 
Currently, the secondary independent variable is used to store time in all 
cases other than when time is the independent variable. When the 
independent variable is time, 0.0 is stored at the location of the 
secondary independent variable. 4) The file pointer allows FILENAME.LDR to 
communicate with FILENAME.LDD. The value of the file pointer indicates 
where the intensities for a given record begin in FILENAME.LDD. 
The number of intensities associated with a given record is determined 
by the window type. The number of intensities for X Profile and Mean 
Horizontal Profile corresponds to the width of the window. The number of 
intensities for / Profile and Mean Vertical Profile corresponds to the 
height of the window. The number of intensities for Block Transfer 
corresponds to the product of the width and height of the window. The 
number of intensities for Integrated Intensity is two, the integrated 
intensity after background subtraction and the background intensity. 
The window type also determines the numerical representation of the 
intensities. For X Profile, Y profile, and Block Transfer, the intensities 
are stored as unsigned integers (2 bytes). For Mean Vertical Profile and 
Mean Horizontal Profile, the intensities are stored as unsigned long 
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integers (4 bytes). For Integrated Intensity, the intensities are stored 
as single precision floating points (4 bytes). 
The following example clarifies the procedure required to extract data 
from FILENAME.LDR and FILENAME.LDD. Suppose that one has collected x and y 
profiles for windows 0 and 1. After collecting these profiles, one wishes 
to generate text files for only x profiles associated with window 0. To 
accomplish this, first read a record stored in FILENAME.LDR with fread(), 
then determine whether the record fits the desired description. If the 
record is suitable, set the file pointer in FILENAME.LDD to the value 
stored in FILENAME.LDR with fseek{), and extract a total number of unsigned 
integers equal to the width of the window with fread(). Of course, this 
procedure must be repeated many times to step through the files in 
entirety. [Note: fread{) and fseek() are Microsoft C functions.] 
Intensities stored in FILENAME.LDD adhere to the following system of 
ordering. For X Profile and Mean Horizontal Profile, the intensities are 
stored from the left edge of the window to the right edge of the window. 
For Y Profile and Mean Vertical Profile, the intensities are stored from 
the top of the window to the bottom of the window. For Block Transfer, the 
intensities are stored as a sequence of x profiles, with the first x 
profile being from the top of the window and the last x profile being from 
the bottom of the window. For Integrated Intensity, the first intensity 
represents the integrated intensity after background subtraction and the 
second intensity represents the background intensity. 
A knowledge of the ordering scheme in conjunction with the information 
stored in the records allows the user to determine (x,y) coordinates for 
profiles and block transfers. For example, if the window type is X 
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Profile, and the (x,y) coordinate of the center of the window is (256,240), 
and the width of the window is 11, then the (x,y) coordinates of the first 
and last intensities of the x profile are (251,240) and (261,240), 
respectively. It is important to note that the pixels have an aspect ratio 
of ca. 4:3. Since the pixels are not square, an equal number of pixels in 
the X and y directions does not correspond to equal lengths. Thus, one 
should use known distances, such as distances between spots, for 
establishing length scales. 
D. Format of FILENAME.LDS 
An example of a FILENAME.LDS file is given below: 
Date/Time: Thu Dec 31 23:59:59 1992 
Operators: Dedicated chemist 
Comments: The apple is descending in Times Square 
X Parameter: Energy 
MVP Offset: 51 
MVP Gain: 204 
Camera Parameters: Aperture =0.7 
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VI. TIPS ON MODIFYING ACQUIRE.EXE 
Source code files can be modified with the Microsoft Quick C editor, 
which provides excellent features for checking syntax errors. The 
Microsoft Quick C editor also provides compiling and linking features, but 
one must refrain from using them to produce ACQUIRE.EXE since Microsoft 
Quick C generates only medium memory model code. 
Table 1 summarizes the major features associated with each of the ten 
source code files written specifically for ACQUIRE.EXE. Within these ten 
files are calls to a total of 177 unique functions. Tables 2-5 partition 
these functions according to their origin in order to avoid confusion 
during editing. Table 2 lists functions defined in the source code files. 
Table 3 lists Matrox functions, Table 4 lists Halo functions, and Table 5 
lists Microsoft C functions along with their corresponding header files. 
[Note: Tables 1-5 are presented at the end of the appendix.] 
Some functions listed in Table 2 serve the sole purpose of hiding Halo 
functions. The necessity of this arises from conflicts between the names 
of Halo and Matrox functions. As mentioned previously, the im_ prefix 
required for Matrox functions does not appear explicitly in the source code 
files. Without this prefix, several Halo and Matrox functions become 
identical in name. To circumvent this problem, all Halo functions are 
imbedded in functions defined in COMMON.C, which does not contain calls to 
Matrox functions. 
Two functions defined in COMMON.C are of particular importance: 
outputtextO and graphgets(). The first function is used to output all 
text to the computer monitor. The second function is used to retrieve all 
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keyboard input. Both functions use Halo functions to accomplish their 
task, since equivalent Microsoft C functions are not compatible with the 
Halo graphics environment. 
Before calling Matrox functions, one must ensure that the video 
processor is operating in an appropriate mode: I/O, graphics, or 
processing. Incompatibility between the function and the current operating 
mode results in undefined behavior. To select the proper operating mode, 
call im_opmode(). The source code files are written such that the number 
of calls to im opmodeO is minimized. This method of programming has the 
advantage of producing efficient code, but has the disadvantage of 
increasing the burden of keeping track of the current operating mode. To 
facilitate the procedure of keeping track of the current operating mode to 
some extent, the operating mode is always set to processing before 
returning to a menu. Therefore, if no prior change in the operating mode 
has occurred, a Matrox function requiring processing mode can be called 
safely without a call to im_opmode(). 
Variables declared in ACQUIRE.C prior to the definition of main{) have 
global status, i.e., they can be made visible to other source code files by 
using the extern statement. To minimize the risk of inadvertently changing 
its value, a variable should be given global status only when the following 
criteria need to be satisfied: 1) The variable must exist for the lifetime 
of the program. 2) The variable must be visible to many source code files. 
Since ACQUIRE.EXE is a menu-driven program, one will have to modify 
the menus in order to incorporate additional features. 
Each menu is represented by the following structure type defined in 
LEED.H: 
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/•definition of structure type MENU - */ 
typedef struct{ 
int options; /*number of selectable options*/ 
char *strings[MAXSTRINGS]; /*array of pointers to character strings*/ 
)MENU; 
/*end of definition - */ 
MAXSTRINGS determines the size of the pointer array, which must be at least 
as large as the number of selectable options plus one for the title of the 
menu. 
The following code segment demonstrates the proper procedure for 
initializing and acting upon the contents of a menu: 
/*start of code segment */ 
void generic_function{void) /*function definition to follow*/ 
{ 
static MENU generic_menu={ /*initialize the contents of the menu*/ 
2, /*number of selectable options*/ 
"MENU NAME" /*title of the menu*/ 
"Option 1" /*first option*/ 
"Option 2" /*second option*/ 
) ;  
int logical=TRUE; /*boolean logic: TRUE(FALSE) =1(0)*/ 
while(logical) /*stay in while loop if TRUE*/ 
{ 
drawmenu(&generic menu); /*draw the menu*/ 
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switch{getselection(&genericjnenu)) /*choose an option*/ 
{ 
case 1: action 1(); break; /*if getselection() returns 1*/ 
case 2: action 2(); break; /*if getselection() returns 2*/ 
case ESCAPE: logical =FALSE; /*if getselection() returns the Esc key 
code, then terminate the while loop and return to the function that 
called generic function()*/ 
) 
} 
} 
/*end of code segment */ 
The static statement allows generic menu to exist for the lifetime of the 
program. Although static variables are identical to global variables in 
lifetime, they differ in two other respects: 1) Static variables cannot be 
modified. 2) The visibility of static variables is local rather than 
global. 
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Table 1. Major features associated with each source code file 
Source code file Major features 
ACQUIRE.C • Initialize the video processor board 
• Initialize window parameters 
• Dotions in ACQUIRE 
• Display the table of current values for 
parameters other than window parameters 
• Copy FILENAME.LDR and FILENAME.LDD from the 
RAM drive to the current working directory 
• Write FILENAME.LDS to the current working 
directory 
SETUP.C • Dotions in SETUP 
• Dotions in IMAGE 
WINDOWS.C • Dotions in WINDOWS 
• Window editor 
• Write FILENAME.LDP to the current working 
directory 
DATA.C • Options in DATA 
• User input experiment 
• Write FILENAME.LDR and FILENAME.LDD to the RAM 
drive 
• Auto centering routine 
ENERGY.C • Energy experiment 
TIMERAMP.C • Time experiment 
ALIGN.C • Determine normal incidence 
DTOA.C • Output DAC value to the analog and digital I/O 
board 
FWHM.C • Calculate FWHM of profiles 
COMMON.C • Initialize Halo graphics 
• Menu functions 
• Text input and output functions 
• Error handling functions 
• DOS Shell 
• Imbedded Halo functions 
• Utility functions 
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Table 2. Functions defined in the source code files 
Function Source code file 
abnormal quit() COMMON.C 
alignO ALIGN.C 
backfptrO DATA.C 
beamenergyO SETUP.C 
boundarycheckO WINDOWS.C 
calcfwhmO FWHM.C 
campramsO SETUP.C 
center0 DATA.C 
changecoordO COMMON.C 
checkspaceO DATA.C 
checkzeroO COMMON.C 
cleargraphicsO COMMON.C 
continuoussnapsO SETUP.C 
copyfilesO ACQUIRE.C 
data{) DATA.C 
deltasizeO WINDOWS.C 
deltatimeO DATA.C 
displayformO SETUP.C 
dosshell{) COMMON.C 
drawbar0 COMMON.C 
drawboxO COMMON.C 
drawcolorO COMMON.C 
draweditorO WINDOWS.C 
drawi ntens i tytable() WINDOWS.C 
drawline 0 COMMON.C 
drawmenuO COMMON.C 
drawprofileO WINDOWS.C 
drawwindowO WINDOWS.C 
drawwintypetableO WINDOWS.C 
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Table 2. (Continued) 
Function Source code file 
editorO WINDOWS.C 
editwindowsO WINDOWS.C 
energycoeffsO SETUP.C 
energyrampO ENERGY.C 
errortextO COMMON.C 
evcal0 SETUP.C 
flushkeybrdO COMMON.C 
fwhm() FWHM.C 
getcodeO COMMON.C 
getcommentsO SETUP.C 
getimage0 SETUP.C 
getnameO SETUP.C 
getselectionO COMMON.C 
gettitleO SETUP.C 
getxpramO DATA.C 
goO DATA.C 
graphgetsO COMMON.C 
histogramO SETUP.C 
imageaverageO SETUP.C 
informationO ACQUIRE.C 
inithaloO COMMON.C 
initialize() ACQUIRE.C 
initmatroxO ACQUIRE.C 
initstreamsO DATA.C 
inputchannel{) SETUP.C 
1 ivecamO SETUP.C 
mainO ACQUIRE.C 
makecpathO COMMON.C 
MKFPO COMMON.C 
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Table 2. (Continued) 
Function Source code file 
mywaitcommandO DTOA.C 
newexperimentO ACQUIRE.C 
numframesO SETUP.C 
numwindowsO WINDOWS.C 
offsetgainO SETUP.C 
onenergyO WINDOWS.C 
outputtextO COMMON.C 
pauseO COMMON.C 
printhistodataO SETUP.C 
quitO ACQUIRE.C 
quithaloO COMMON.C 
reinitwinO WINDOWS.C 
resetinitstateO ENERGY.C 
resettimerO DATA.C 
restoreinitialstateO ALIGN.C 
rewindfptrO DATA.C 
samplingsizeO WINDOWS.C 
saveparametersO WINDOWS.C 
sel profile() WINDOWS.C 
setkeybrdO COMMON.C 
setolutsO ACQUIRE.C 
setupO SETUP.C 
stopwatch 0 ACQUIRE.C 
sublinearO FWHM.C 
textcolorO COMMON.C 
timerampO TIMERAMP.C 
userinputO DATA.C 
viewwindowsO WINDOWS.C 
voltageoutO DTOA.C 
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Table 2. (Continued) 
Function Source code file 
windownameO WINDOWS.C 
wi ndows() WINDOWS.C 
windowtypeO WINDOWS.C 
winpramstableO WINDOWS.C 
winshadeO WINDOWS.C 
wintypeindicators{) WINDOWS.C 
writedataO DATA.C 
writesummaryfileO ACQUIRE.C 
xyprofileO WINDOWS.C 
yesnoO COMMON.C 
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Table 3. Matrox functions 
Function Function 
imcbl {) imlineO 
imchanO immoveO 
imclearO im_offset() 
imcolrO im_olutlay() 
im_cwb() imopmodeO 
im_dot{) imoutpathO 
im_drawhist() im_pixr() 
imdrawmodeO imrlineO 
1 tn_f average 0 imrmoveO 
im_ga1n() imrowrO 
imgclearO im_rrect() 
im_gtext() imscalingO 
imhistmodeO imsetcolorO 
imhistoO imsumvectorO 
iminitO im_sync() 
im key() im video{) 
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Table 4. Halo functions 
Function Function 
bar() initgraphicsO 
box() InabsO 
closegraphicsO movabsO 
clr() setcolorO 
ftcolorO setcrangeO 
ftinitO setdevO 
ftlocateO setdrangeO 
ftsizeO setxorO 
fttextO 
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Table 5. Microsoft C functions and their corresponding header files 
Function Header file 
atof{) STDLIB.H or MATH.H 
atoi() STDLIB.H or MATH.H 
atol{) STDLIB.H or MATH.H 
callocO STDLIB.H and MALLOC.H 
ctimeO TIME.H 
exit() STDLIB.H or PROCESS.H 
fcloseO STDIO.H 
fopenO STDIO.H 
fprintfO STDIO.H 
fread{) STDIO.H 
free() STDLIB.H and MALLOC.H 
fseek{) STDIO.H 
ftellO STDIO.H 
ftimeO SYS\TYPES.H and SYS\TIMEB.H 
fwriteO STDIO.H 
getchO CON10.H 
getcwdO DIRECT.H 
inpO CON10.H 
kbhitO CON10.H 
max() STDLIB.H 
outpO CON10.H 
printfO STDIO.H 
rewind0 STDIO.H 
spawn!() STDIO.H and PROCESS.H 
sprintfO STDIO.H 
strcatO STRING.H 
strcpyO STRING.H 
strlenO STRING.H 
système) STDLIB.H and PROCESS.H 
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Table 5. (Continued) 
Function Header File 
time() TIME.H 
toupperO CTYPE.H 
